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$e controllable fabrication of materials/devices in micro-
and nanoscale, which is supported by advanced character-
ization, is the key for nanotechnology revolution. Compared
to decades ago when the so-called nanotechnology was
restricted to the literature, we have made it a reality. Some
specific fields, silicon chips fabrication for example, have
touched the nanoeffect and are working on avoiding the
quantum effects. In another hotspot field, energy storage and
conversion, we have seen the dawn of nanomaterials. $e
energy storage capability and conversion efficiency increased
by folds upon nanosizing the materials. $e uncontrollable
side reactions in chemistry, however, are still a challenge in
looking for better batteries, supercapacitors, and catalysts.
$us, rational and controllable fabrication of nanomaterials
is needed. In this special issue, we can find some recent
updates in nanotechnology.

Bacterial adhesion on medical devices leads to severe
infections, which trouble people a lot. A group from
Colombia has developed a superficial modification technique
to decrease bacterial adhesion on steel 316L by one fold.
Importantly, this magic bacterial adhesion thin film can also
be transferred to other substrates. $e scientists from $e
University of Manchester created a methodology for scalable
fabrication of TiO2 nanotubes on Ti and Ti alloys. $e di-
ameters of the TiO2 nanotubes are controllable from 25 to
100 nm. It is worth emphasizing that a 7.5 times lower cost is
achieved by using the new methodology above. Another
development in nanotubes is reported by a Malaysian re-
search group. $ey functionalized the carbon nanotubes and

used them to detect benzene contents in the atmosphere.
Benzene, as a carcinogenic chemical, has been widely used in
plastics and other polymer products. $ese carbon nanotube
chemical sensors would bemeaningful inmonitoring benzene
contents in workplaces of Malaysia and other Southeast Asian
countries. $e last two papers were contributed from China,
Iran, and Iraq. Bing Han et al. optimized supercapacitors by
modulating the pore structure of carbon flakes. A high ca-
pacitance and superior rate performance are achieved in
lamellar activated carbons. It is worth noting that there is only
0.4% capacitance decay in these supercapacitors even after
2000 long cycles.
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.e prospective use of nanotechnology for medical devices is increasing. While the impact of material surface nanopatterning on
the biological response is convincing, creating a large surface area with such nanotechnology remains an unmet challenge. In this
paper, we describe, for the first time, a reproducible scale-up manufacturing technique for creating controlled nanotubes on the
surfaces of Ti and Ti alloys. We describe an average of approximately 7.5-fold increase in cost and time efficiency with regards to
the generation of 20, 50, and 100 nm diameter nanotubes using an anodisation technique. .ese novel materials have great
potential in the medical field through their influence on cellular activity, in particular, protein absorption, focal adhesion, and
osteoinduction. In this paper, we provide a step-by-step guide to optimise an anodisation system, starting with design rationale,
proof of concept, device upscaling, consistency, and reproducibility check, followed by cost and efficiency analysis. We show that
the optimised device can produce a high number of anodised specimens with customisable specimen shape at reduced cost and
time, without compromising the repeatability and consistency. .e device can fabricate highly uniform and vertically oriented
TiO2 nanotube layer with desired pore diameters.

1. Introduction

Nanotubular films on titanium (Ti) and Ti alloys are used in
a significant number of applications including biomedical
devices [1–4], dye-sensitised solar cells [5–12], and photo-
catalysis [13–17]. Figure 1(a) shows the increasing trend in
the number of publications focusing on titanium oxide
(TiO2) nanotubes within the last ten years; Figure 1(b)
presents the applications of TiO2 nanotubes and their re-
spective percentages among the published papers in year
2017.

For the biomedical field, a wide range of target appli-
cations have been reported regarding TiO2 nanotubes grown
on Ti and its alloys, for instance, drug delivery [18–20],
antibacterial [21–23], biosensors [24–26], and dental and
bone implants [22, 27–29]. In particular, the increasing
demand for dental and hip implants is becoming a prime
turnover in the orthopaedic industry [30–32]. In vitro and in

vivo investigations for implant applications often require a
high number of specimens for assessing the biocompatibility
of the biomaterials (typically a minimum of 30 specimens for
fundamental biocompatibility assays). Currently, the pro-
duction rate of such surfaces is slow and limited to the
production of a single specimen at a time [33, 34], hence the
rationale for an improved scale-up methodology was used
that allows the rapid, reproducible production of specimens.

Recently, titanium and a variety of titanium alloys, in-
cluding Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-6Al-4V-ELI (extra low interstitial),
Ti-6Al-7Nb, and Ti-13Nb-13Zr, have received significant
attention due to their exceptional material properties. In
particular, they demonstrate high corrosion resistance, high
biocompatibility, low stiffness, and low density [2, 35–37].
.ey have thus been widely used as implant materials to
replace failed hard tissues, more specifically, in the area of
bone plates, dental implants, fracture fixation screws, and
total knee and hip replacement [35, 38–40].
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.e high surface-to-volume ratio of TiO2 nanotubes
grown on both pure titanium and titanium alloys have been
demonstrated to promote excellent protein adsorption
[41–43] and to offer a platform for cell adhesion, pro-
liferation, and differentiation, leading to the enhancement of
osseointegration [22, 44–46]. Research has demonstrated
that a small change in the nanotube pore size can signifi-
cantly affect cellular behaviour [22, 29, 47–49], while
nanotube length does not have a major impact on cellular
response [50]. It is suggested that pore size changes the
arrangement and strength of the focal contacts made by cells.
Cells grown on nanoporous or nanotubular surfaces exhibit
an upregulation in the integrin receptors that mediate the
focal contacts with resulting improvements in cytoadher-
ence, mechanotransduction, and hydroxyapatite formation
[45, 51, 52].

Anodisation using a fluoride-containing electrolyte has
been long recognised as a promising method to synthesise
nanotubular structures on titanium substrates. Compared
with other nanotube fabrication methods such as sol-gel

template [39, 53–58] and hydrothermal techniques [59–64],
electrochemical anodisation has the advantages of being
simple, rapid, low cost, and providing more controllable and
reproducible results for the preparation of highly ordered
and vertically oriented TiO2 nanotube layer [65–67]. .e
surface morphology and desired nanotube dimensions can
be readily controlled by tailoring the anodising conditions,
including the applied potential, electrolyte composition, and
pH [1, 2, 34]. If an optimised condition is achieved,
anodisation can effectively and consistently enable the
formation of self-assembled and uniformly aligned nano-
tube arrays [68–70].

Electrochemical anodisation is an electrolytic method
used to increase the thickness of the natural oxide layer on
metal surfaces [71] and to create biocompatible micro- or
nanoporous TiO2 coatings, with increased surface energy
and roughness [72, 73]. During anodisation, aqueous or
organic electrolytes with fluoride ions are generally
employed to produce the nanotubes. Some examples of the
electrolytes include aqueous electrolyte solutions with acids,
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Figure 1: (a).e increasing trend outlining the number of papers published on TiO2 nanotubes from 2007 to 2017 (data were obtained from
the Science Direct database on Oct 1, 2018, using keywords of “TiO2 nanotube” with result filters of review articles and research articles
under the article type); (b) range of applications of TiO2 nanotubes and their respective percentage with regard to the number of published
papers within the area of TiO2 nanotubes in the year 2017 (data were obtained from the Science Direct database on Oct 1, 2018, using
keywords “TiO2” and “nanotube” and “corresponding keywords shown in the pie chart,” with result filters of review articles and research
articles under the article type and year 2017).
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e.g., H2SO4 or H3PO4 [51, 74]; salts, e.g., (NH4)2SO4 or
Na2SO4 [75]; and organic electrolytes with glycerol or
ethylene glycol [76, 77].

Anodisation experiments are usually carried out in a
two-electrode or three-electrode electrochemical system,
with Ti or a Ti alloy as the anode, inert platinum foil as the
cathode, and in the case of a three-electrode system, an Ag or
AgCl electrode as the reference electrode [2]. TiO2 nano-
tubes can be obtained either under a constant potential
(potentiostatic) or constant current (galvanostatic) mode.
Anodisation can be performed using specimens of a variety
of shapes and sizes, depending on the maximum allowable
load of the power source [72]. .e thickness and mor-
phology of the oxide layers formed are usually determined
by the applied potential, the duration of the anodisation
process, and the chemical composition of the electrolyte
used [71]. Previous works have concluded that, at a given
time point using the same electrolyte, the nanotube pore
diameter, interpore distance, and nanotube length are di-
rectly proportional to the applied potential [67, 78–81].

A detailed growth mechanism of TiO2 nanotube using
anodisation techniques is described in the literature
[33, 74, 82, 83]. Briefly, the stages of nanotube formation in
an aqueous electrolyte under constant potential can be
monitored by the changes of current over the anodising
time. As the anodising potential is initially applied, the
current rapidly decays to aminimum due to the formation of
a high-resistance oxide layer. Subsequently, the current rises
to a maximum with the development of pore nucleation and
the formation of a porous structure. .e current will
eventually attain an approximately constant value when an
equilibrium state is achieved, i.e., the rate of oxide formation
is equaled by the rate of dissolution.

Conventional anodisation systems are usually limited for
production of in vitro specimens by the following factors: (i)
anodising is limited to a specific specimen rather than the
entire surface, leading to material wastage; (ii) trimming of
specimens for in vitro studies causes specimen damage; (iii)
usually only one specimen can be accommodated in the
system, and high volume production is typically expensive in
cost and time; and (iv) consistency and reproducibility
cannot be guaranteed from specimens to specimens due to
small variations in the anodising conditions. Figure 2 shows
the schematic diagrams of typical conventional anodisation
systems, in which the desired anodised area is defined by an
O-ring on the specimen holder.

.e limitations above highlight the need for a tailored
anodisation device design to produce fully anodised surfaces
and to increase the productivity and repeatability of the
anodisation process. In the present work, we designed an
optimised anodisation setup to reduce fabrication costs and to
maximise the efficiency rate of anodising titanium discs, for
the first time, with the following objectives: (i) to anodise the
entirety of specimen surfaces so as to reduce excessive material
waste; (ii) to increase the number of specimens per anodised
batch; (iii) to anodise batches of specimens with consistent
results; (iv) to anodise specimens of desired TiO2 nanotube
pore diameters; (v) to customise the specimen shape for actual
practical application, in our case, for in vitro biocompatibility

tests; (vi) to evaluate the current cost per complete anodised
specimen associated with the optimised device.

2. Materials and Methods

Pure Ti foils (thickness 0.25mm; purity 99.5%; Alfa Aesar)
and Ti-6Al-4V foils (thickness 0.4064mm; titanium grade 5
ASTM B265; William Gregor Ltd.) were cut to the desired
shape using an iPG laser ytterbium fiber laser 1 kW cutting
tool, or AgieCharmilles CUT 200 Sp EDMwire-cut machine.

Before electrochemical treatment, the titanium foils were
ultrasonically degreased in equal volumes of acetone, eth-
anol, and deionised (DI) water for 5minutes, followed by
drying under a cool air stream. An additional pickling
process was introduced to Ti-6Al-4V foils prior to anod-
isation using a pickling mixture (Sigma-Aldrich) containing
hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid, and DI water for five minutes
to remove the naturally formed oxide layer.

For the electrochemical experiments, an anodising de-
vice with a three-electrode configuration was used. Speci-
mens were mounted onto a copper rod wrapped with heat-
shrink polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing; areas other
than the circular working area of the specimens were masked
with lacquer (Stopper 45 MacDermid) to prevent exposure
to the electrolyte. A platinum foil (thickness 0.1mm; purity
99.99%; Alfa Aesar) served as the counter electrode, placed at
40mm distance from the working electrode. A saturated
calomel Hg/Hg2Cl2 (1M KCl) electrode was used as a ref-
erence electrode, connected to the setup by a salt bridge
placed close to the working electrode.

Constant potentials were applied using an EG&G In-
struments Scanning Potentiostat (Model 362) connected to a
Ministat MKIV Sycopel Scientific signal amplifier; the in situ
current-time responses (per anodisation process) were
recorded using Labview software. .e current density was
then plotted using the current-time data per total surface
area of the working specimens.

For pure Ti specimens, the electrolyte consisted of a
mixture of 1M H3PO4 and 0.25wt% HF. For Ti-6Al-4V
titanium alloy specimens, 1M H2SO4 containing 0.1 wt% HF
was used. All anodisation experiments were carried out at
room temperature for 60minutes. After the electrochemical
treatment, the specimens were rinsed with DI water and then
ultrasonically cleaned for 10minutes and further dried
under a cool air stream.

In the following, the specimens are designated according
to the material type and anodising potential; for example,
TiNT-2.5V refers to Ti specimens anodised at 2.5V to create
nanotubes (NT), while Ti64NT-20V refers to Ti-6Al-4V
specimens anodised at 20V. As shown in Figure 3, Version A
of the anodisation setup used only one specimen, while
Version B accommodated 10 specimens and a larger plat-
inum foil as the counter electrode. .e specimen was
designed to fit into in vitro tissue culture plates and with a tag
to assist handling of specimens using tweezers. To verify that
the anodisation setup was applicable to alloy, the present
work was being reproduced using Ti-6Al-4V foils. .e
preparation time and costs for both versions were recorded
and analysed.

Journal of Nanotechnology 3



.e anodised specimens were characterised using a ZEISS
Ultra 55 field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer
(EDS), as reported previously [85]..e FE-SEMwas operated
under the InLens detector mode with 5 kV EHT in a high
vacuum environment. ImageJ image analysis software was
used to measure the nanotube pore diameters, interpore
distances, and nanotube lengths of the anodised specimens.

Statistical significance was analysed using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and counter-confirmed using the two-
tailed paired Student’s t-test in Microsoft Excel. Data are
presented as mean± standard deviation (S.D.). Probability
(p value) less than 0.05 was considered to be significant.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. DesignRationales. While designing the new anodisation
device, the design rationales of the device setup were initially
evaluated, followed by proof of concept data, leading to
further upscale and optimisation. .e design rationales
included the following:

(i) To create a scalable device design that was suitable
for multiple specimens per batch of the anodisa-
tion process

(ii) Maintain constant electrode distances for process
control

(iii) Ensure device setup that was compatible with the
use of hydrofluoric acid (HF)

(iv) Allow an even distribution of potential and current
to all specimens

(v) Allow monitoring of the potential of the working
electrode during the anodisation process

(vi) Include a counter electrode that was at least similar
or larger area to that of the working electrode

(vii) Allow no contamination from copper parts, which
deleteriously affects the anodising process and in
vitro cell and tissue culture tests

(viii) Allow manufacture of a specimen shape that
maximises the surface area for in vitro tests

(ix) Allow ease of use when transferring the specimens
during in vitro assays post manufacture

A PTFE beaker was employed to contain the electrolyte
as PTFE is resistant to HF, as compared with glass or other
plastic materials like low-density polyethylene (LDPE),
high-density polyethylene (HDPE), polypropylene (PP),
polymethylpentene (PMP), and styrene acrylonitrile (SAN).
.e PTFE beaker can also be autoclaved under high tem-
perature if needed. .e holder for the working electrode was
a copper rod (shielded by PTFE and lacquer masking to
prevent copper from exposing to the electrolyte) to which
specimens were attached. Anodisation was able to take place
over the entirety of the specimen, and the specimen shape
could be varied according to the application.

.e platinum counter-electrode was also attached to a
shielded copper rod holder. .e counter-electrode was
positioned 40mm from the working electrode holder. Fig-
ure 3 shows a detailed schematic of the device setup. In
Version B, as the surface area of the working electrode was
increased, the area of the counter-electrode was increased to
be at least similar to that of the working electrode. Two
square platinum foils (50mm× 50mm) were welded to
provide an electrode of area approximately 94mm× 50mm.

.e reference electrode was placed close to the working
electrode to monitor the changes of potentials across the
systems. Lacquer was used to seal connections of the plat-
inum and specimens to the copper rods. .e top cover jig of
the device permitted the electrode arrangements to be
preserved between batches. An opening in the cover jig
allowed access of air.

As the bottom well diameter of a commonly used 24
circular well plates is 15.54mm, as shown in Figure 3(c), a
disc-shaped specimen was adopted with a diameter of
14mm and area 3.08 cm2. In Version A of the device design,
a single specimen was anodised. In Version B, 10 wire-cut
electrical discharge machining (EDM) connected specimens

Counter electrode
Reference electrode

Specimen Working electrode

Electrolyte level

Screw for fixation

Anodising surface

20 mm

O-ring

(a)

Mechanical stirrer
Beaker

Stand

Working electrode

Anodising surface

Electrolyte

Specimen

Rubber gripper

Counter electrode

20 mm

(b)

Figure 2: Typical conventional anodisation systems used in material fabrication laboratories. .e number and position of electrodes
involved, the configuration, and the area of anodising surface; (a) top-bottom with three-electrode configuration, reported byMolchan [34];
(b) left-right with two-electrode configuration, reported by Regonini [33, 84]. .e specimen (working electrode) used in both systems is
bounded by an O-ring or a rubber gripper, resulting in an anodising surface of approximately 20mm in diameters.
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were anodised. .e specimens could be later readily sepa-
rated by cutting the connecting strips between the discs
provided by the metal sheet cutting procedure. .e resulting

tags on each disc could be folded into L shape to ease the
transference of specimens without damaging the specimen
surface and living cell culture during in vitro tests. .e

20 mm
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Cover jig with
breathable slot
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with heat-shrinked PTFE
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Figure 3: (a).e design optimisation of Version A to Version B with 10x increase of specimens per anodisation; (b) spot weld of two pieces
of platinum foil as the size of counter-electrode should be at least, if not larger than the overall area of the working electrode; (c) the specimen
shape after cut using a precision cutting device; the tag can be folded into L shape for cell and tissue culture activity; (d) full configuration of
the optimised anodisation device (Version B); (e) the schematic comparison of the two versions; note that the anodising surface on Version
B was dramatically increased as compared with Version A.
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number of specimens was limited to 10 to be compatible
with the output of the power supply.

3.2. Proof of Concept. Version A, as illustrated in Figure 3,
was used for initial proof of concept. .e schematic of the
full anodisation setup is displayed in Figure 3(e)..e current
density response recorded during anodising of a titanium
specimen at 20V is shown in Figure 4. After the first few
seconds of anodisation, the current fell and decayed to
approximately 1.0mA cm−2 due to the initial formation of a
barrier layer and subsequent development of the nanotube
layer. A uniform array of nanotubes was observed on the
anodised specimens; the top view FE-SEM micrograph is
displayed in Figure 5(e). .e pore diameters (∼100 nm), as
shown in Figure 6(a) TiNT-20V, are comparable to that
reported by Bauer et al. [80].

3.3. Upscaling and Optimisation. .e full 3D render of the
optimised device (Version B) can be seen in Figure 3(d), and
the schematic of the setup is displayed in Figure 3(e). .e
schematic compares the upscaling of the anodising surface
in Version B as compared with Version A. To a greater
extent, the actual anodising surface of Version B was two
times as shown in the schematic, as there were two con-
nected strips of five specimens (total n � 10) per anodisation
batch. As the geometry of the working electrode and the
anodisation system is symmetrical, the current passing
through the system was considered evenly distributed.

When determining the maximum number of specimens
allowed in the system, it is necessary to consider the
maximum allowable load and current for the anodisation
power supply with respect to the applied potential and total
anodising surface area. In theory, considering that the
current flows homogeneously across the system, the
potentiostat used in this work would allow more than 20
specimens per batch if the anodising potential was under or
about 20V. However, due to practical safety and constraints,
the number of specimens was set to n � 10 per batch so to
ensure that the power supply was not overloaded.

.e current density responses for each experiment using
the 10-specimen setup (Version B) are presented in Figure 4.
.ese results are consistent with those of other studies
[86–88] and suggest that current density increased with an
increase in anodising potential.

As presented Figures 5 and 6, nanotube dimensions
measured from the FE-SEM top view of the pure titanium
specimens indicated that increasing potential led to an in-
crease in the mean nanotube pore diameter, interpore
distance, and nanotube length. In addition to the pore di-
ameter and nanotube length, the interpore distance is also a
crucial indicator of the consistency of the pore nucleation
and dissolution rate in an anodisation process [33, 83]. .e
EDS analysis showed that elements of titanium and oxygen
were found on the anodic layer, with traces of carbon and
fluorine. .e data presented above were proportional to the
previously reported studies [48, 69, 80].

.e nanotube dimensions, morphology, and EDS
analysis of the anodised Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy specimens
showed a similar trend to those reported in previous

publications [79, 89–92]. .e EDS analysis revealed that the
anodic layer was composed of titanium, aluminium, vana-
dium, oxygen, and traces of carbon and fluorine. As the
applied potential (20V) was the same as that applied to pure
titanium specimens (TiNT-20V), the nanotube pore di-
ameter of the anodised Ti-6Al-4V specimens (Ti64NT-20V)
was almost similar. However, the nanotube length of the
anodised Ti-6Al-4V specimens appeared to be shorter than
that of the anodised pure titanium specimens. It could be
due to the different electrolyte and base material compo-
sition used, as well as the effect of the additional pickling
process before the anodisation is carried out to remove the
naturally occurred oxide layer. .ese phenomena have been
previously demonstrated in other comparable studies
[90, 93, 94]. In addition to that, the literature has also shown
that changes in nanotube length are the least significant for
the modulation of cellular behaviour [50], unlike the pore
size and interpore distance, which are important..e overall
results substantiated that the imperative dimensions of the
nanotube were exquisitely controlled.

3.4. Consistency and Reproducibility Check. Current density
curves were monitored during every anodisation batch to
ensure the consistency of the electrochemical treatment.
After anodisation, the morphology and elemental compo-
sition of the anodised specimens were characterised using
FE-SEM and EDS to confirm the absence of contaminating
elements, irregular distribution, or any inconsistency of the
nanotube array.

As the anodisation outcomes using both Version A
and Version B were expected to be similar, the nanotube
dimensions, including pore diameter, interpore distance,
and nanotube length, of the anodised specimens using both
versions were measured and compared..emorphologies of
subsequent batches of anodised specimens were also ex-
amined to evaluate the reliability and reproducibility using
the optimised device (Version B). Data analysis presented in
Figure 6 concluded that the multiple measurements on
different batches were consistent as there was no statistically
significant difference, i.e., a p value greater than 0.05, be-
tween Version A and each of the four batches of Version B
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Figure 4: Current density recorded over time corresponding to the
number of specimens per anodisation and their respective anod-
ising potentials.
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anodised at their respective anodising potentials, regardless
of the position of the specimen in the specimen holder.

3.5. Cost Analysis. As the specimens were of customised
shape, the use of cutting devices was included in the cost
analysis. Two commonly used precision automated disc
cutting techniques were compared: fiber laser cutting

(Method 1) and wire-cut EDM (Method 2). .e corre-
sponding costs are displayed in Table 1.

Both cutting methods offer an accurate and precise
cutting result, although some burr or burnt edges can be
found followingMethod 1.Method 1was favoured in terms of
staff costs and turnaround time. However, the consumable
cost of Method 2 was slightly lower because the sheet metal
can be stacked into a pile and cut using EDM, whereas

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 5: Top view FE-SEM micrographs (A); respective EDS analysis (B); cross sections of the nanotube layer (C); base material: pure
titanium (a) and Ti-6Al-4V (b); anodised specimens (c)–(f ). Scale bar� 100 nm. (a) Ti. (b) Ti64. (c) TiNT-2.5V. (d) TiNT-10V. (e) TiNT-
20V. (f ) Ti64NT-20V.
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Figure 6: Statistical plots of the nanotube dimensions correspond to their respective anodising potentials; (a) the pore diameter (lower bar,
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specimen holder, i.e., top corner, middle, bottom corner, and random position, as indicated in Figure 3. (a) n � 100, error bars represent
standard deviation; (b) the nanotube length of the anodised specimens, measured using the same specimen as (a) (n � 15, error bars
represent standard deviation).
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Method 1 can only be used on one sheet at a time, leading to
increased use of consumables. Method 2 also has a signifi-
cantly lower rejection rate. As no dangerous chemicals, gases,
or heat dissipation were involved inMethod 2, it was generally
less hazardous being conducted in an enclosed chamber, and
less supervision was required during the operation. Method 2
(wire-cut EDM) was chosen over Method 1 due to its overall
advantages, machining quality, and lower price.

In calculating the cost, we assumed that the cutting and
anodising operations were conducted by trained personnel
costed at a rate of £20 per hour if in the UK. Rejection of
pieces could arise due, for example, to scratches, imprecise
cutting, alteration of shape, or severe burning. .e costs of
electricity, apparatus, and chemicals (including cutting
machine energy consumption, potentiostat power supply,
electrolyte, anodising device construction, etc.) have not
been considered.

.e time and cost for producing anodised specimens
were evaluated, as shown in Table 2. As mentioned, the wire-
cut EDM technique was used for the calculations. For
Version B, a one-off cost for an extra piece of platinum plus
spot welding process was not included..e preparation time
prior to biocompatibility test was also included to provide an

actual estimation of cost when applied in real applications.
As no previous literature has estimated the cost and effi-
ciency of an anodisation setup, Version A was assumed as an
approximate replica of the conventional anodisation system
because it was capable of producing single anodised spec-
imen at a given time.

Based on the analysis, the total labour time per anodised
specimen for Version A was approximately 8.5 times more
than that of Version B, owing to anodising of only one
specimen in the former. Combining the specimen cutting
and labour cost for anodising the specimens, Version B has
substantially reduced the cost per anodised specimen by a
factor of about 7. Overall, the significant increase in time and
cost efficiency as displayed in Table 2 hasmade the optimised
device (Version B) a promising and economical option for
anodisation.

4. Conclusions

Our results and cost analysis displayed a promising opti-
misation of an anodisation device that has a potential for use
in various applications and industries, for example, labo-
ratory researches, small-medium enterprises (SMEs), and

Table 1: Cost analysis of the disc cutting methods. Titanium foils (thickness 0.25mm; purity 99.5%; 100× 2000mm; Alfa Aesar) were used.
Staff rate of £20 per hour was considered as a typical wage for technical staffmembers trained to graduate level in the UK (prices current June
2018).

Disc cutting methods Method 1 (laser cut) Method 2 (wire-cut EDM)

Disc cutting device name iPG laser ytterbium fiber laser
1 kW cutting tool

AgieCharmilles CUT 200 sp EDM
wire-cut machine

Associated consumables 2 protecting optics-£142;
2 pressurised argon gas tank-£30 2 EDM brass cutting wires 0.25mm-£100

Total staff hours (£20/hr) 4 hours-£80 6 hours-£120
Total materials costs Ti foil of 0.25×100× 2000-£364 Ti foil of 0.25×100× 2000-£364
Gross cost (a) £616 £584
Total cut specimens (b) 313 450
Actual usable specimens (c) 281 419
Rejection rate ((b− c)× 100/b) 10.2% 6.9%
Estimated cost per usable specimen (d� a/c) £2.19 £1.39

Table 2: Time and cost analysis comparing the two anodisation device designs. Wire-cut EDM (cutting Method 2) was adopted for
calculating the costs due to its overall advantages. Staff rate of £20 per hour was incorporated as a typical wage for technical staff members
trained to graduate level in the UK (prices current June 2018).

Descriptions Version A Version B
Number of specimens at one anodisation process 1 specimen 10 specimens
Preparation time per anodisation batch∗ a1 � 1.5 hr b1 � 2 hr
Anodisation time per anodisation batch a2 �1 hr b2 �1 hr
Preparation time for 30 specimens† a3 � a1 × 30� 45 hr b3 � b1 × 3� 6 hr
Anodisation time for 30 specimens a4 � a2 × 30� 30 hr b4 � b2 × 3� 3 hr
Total time for anodising 30 specimens a5 � a3 + a4 � 75 hr b5 � b3 + b4 � 9 hr
Total labour time per anodised specimen a6 � a5/30�150min b6 � b5/30�18min
% increase in time efficiency compared to version A (A/B∗ 100) — 833
Total labour cost per specimen (staff rate £20/hour) a7 � a6 × 20� £ 50.00 b7 � b6 × 20� £ 6.00
Estimated cost per usable specimen, dT2 (carried from Table 1) £ 1.39 £ 1.39
Estimated price of one complete anodised specimen a7 + dT2 � £ 51.39 b7 + dT2 � £ 7.39
% increase in cost efficiency compared to version A [A/B∗ 100] — 695%
∗Specimen preparation time includes deburring, degreasing, assembling, lacquering, cleaning after anodisation, disassembling, sonicating, and packing for
sterilisation after anodisation. †“30 specimens” were used as a standard quantity needed for a fundamental in vitro statistical assessment, i.e., biocompatibility
assays on anodised specimens of different nanotube diameters.
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cross-disciplinary experiments. .e design and methodol-
ogy used in this study concluded that the new anodisation
device is capable of producing a highly ordered uniform
TiO2 nanotube layer with tuneable pore diameters for use in,
but not limited to, biocompatibility in vitro tests. Not only
significantly reducing the overall time and costs associ-
ated with high volume production of anodised speci-
mens, but also the optimised device successfully provided
consistent anodisation results with increased specimen
throughput, customisation of the specimen shape, and high
reproducibility.
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We report an experimental study on the piezophotonic effect of gold and lead zirconate titanate (PbZrTiO3) nanoparticles (NPs)
and also their core-shell nanostructures prepared by the laser ablation in liquid method. To obtain these NPs and composite
materials, the targets were immersed in deionized water and a polymeric solution of polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) under Nd:YAG
laser pulses irradiation. Linear and nonlinear properties of these NPs were studied by optical spectroscopy and the Z-scan
technique. Furthermore, tunable nonlinear properties of the NPs were measured under an external electric field under illu-
mination to investigate the piezophotonic effect. Our results show that, at the interface of PZTand Au, due to the Schottky barrier,
we have electron/hole recombination prevention, which leads to efficient enhancement in the nonlinear properties.

1. Introduction

.e piezophotonic effect, which can be viewed as a two-way
coupling impact among piezoelectricity and photoexcitation
properties [1, 2], the conjugation of excitation by photons,
piezoelectricity, and semiconductor properties (piezopho-
totronic effect) of ZnO nanomaterials, was investigated by
Wang et al. [1–4]. .eir examination exhibited that the
properties of the noncentro symmetry semiconductors
could be tuned under piezoelectric fields. As a result of these
findings, the materials received much attention in the
electronic or photonic communities [5–7].

.ese materials are introduced as nanogenerators [8],
high-power generators [9], electromechanical sensors [10],
actuators [11], and energy converters [12] based on the
coupling of piezoelectric and semiconducting properties. To
achieve these applications, one of themost important arms is
the material with the best piezoelectric effect such as
PbZrTiO3 (PZT), which has low coercion, has large po-
larization, and acts as a high-Curie temperature electric
insulator [13].

To get above-mentioned applications from these mate-
rials, they are a lot of reports in the bulk, thin film, or single
nanoparticels of PZT structures [14]. After that, to get more
efficiency, composite, sandwich, or heterogeneous structures
of these materials have been proposed. Consequently, the
terminology “core/shell” of the semiconductor and metal
was adopted to obtain the properties which arise from them,
which are not the mix of individual properties, and also to
obtain some tunable and synergetic properties emerging
from the activity between metal and semiconductor com-
ponents [15–17].

One may know that the materials made of noble-metal
nanoparticles show efficient resonance due to the collective
oscillation of electrons, named the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) phenomenon. .is resonance in different propagative
or localized forms can be used for amplification of the electric
field in the vicinity of any other materials. .e improvement
of the local electric field is responsible for the amplification of
the linear and also nonlinear properties [18–23].

According to the abovementioned properties, the
semiconductor/metal interface can be used for controlling
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the optical properties of nanostructures by external or in-
ternal parameters such as electric or magnetic field and size
of the core or shell part, respectively..ese optical properties
can be classified into two main parts: linear and nonlinear.
For the linear part, there are a lot of papers which focus on
the SPR wavelength and also the Fermi level or Fermi
pinning in the interface of them and so on [9]. For the
nonlinear part, there are few works which focus on the
change in the nonlinear properties of bare core-shell
nanostructures by using the Z-scan approach, which is an
outstanding and generally used procedure to characterize
the nonlinear optical properties of materials [24, 25].

On the other hand, tuning and adjusting the optical and
piezophotonic properties of nanostructures based on un-
derstanding of interfacial phenomena is a very important
topic in the field of NPs. Until now, there is not any in-
vestigation about the linear and nonlinear properties under
external electric and optical fields. In this study, we prepared
Au, PZT, and Au@PZT and PZT@Au core/shell NPs by the
laser ablation in liquids (LAL)method because of the various
advantages of this technique, for example, simplicity of the
experimental setup, low cost, and environmental friendly.
.is technique has become a promising method for the
synthesis of NP systems such as single or core shell in liquid
solutions [19, 26, 27]. .is work focuses on the exact cal-
culation of the effect of external electric field on the non-
linear refractive index, which was calculated by the closed-
aperture z-scan technique to show the piezophotonic effect
on samples. In addition, because the ferroelectric materials
are sensitive to the external electric field, we use them in a
transparent dielectric matrix under two internal (the local
fields experienced around metal NPs) and external electric
fields.

2. Theory

Nanomaterials with large third-order optical nonlinearities
have recently become the important topic for researchers
and are of wide scientific interest, mostly because of their
possible application in rapid optical switching devices,
which are becomingmore andmore important and are more
commonly used [28]. .e nonlinearities of the third order
are usually studied in centrosymmetric media, in which the
second-order nonlinear susceptibility is zero [29].

In a linear dielectric medium, there is a linear relation
arising from interaction between the induced electric po-
larization and the electric field for light as follows:

p � εoχ · E, (1)

where εo is the permittivity of vacuum and χ is the dielectric
susceptibility of the medium.

.e polarization P is a product of the individual dipole
moment p, which is induced by the applied electric field E, and
the number density of dipole moments. .is relation between
p and E becomes nonlinear as E enhanced enough high values.
External electric fields are almost always smaller than the
characteristic interatomic fields, even when laser beams are
used, which means that the nonlinearity is usually weak
[28, 29]..is is the basic representation for a nonlinear optical

medium. By this fact and the combination with Maxwell’s
equations, the refractive index, n � no + n2I, and the optical
absorption, α � αo + βI, can be represented as functions of the
intensity I of the incident laser beam [30]. .is nonlinear part
of the refractive index can be written as follows:

n2 �
ΔΦo

k∗ Io ∗ Leff
, (2)

where Io indicates the intensity of the incident beam at the
focal point as a function of the intensity of the laser, I, Io �

I/π(wo)2 and

ΔT � 0.406(1− S)
0.25 ΔVo

, (3)

where

ΔΦo ≤ π,

ΔT � Tpeak −Tvalley,
(4)

whereTpeak andTvalley are themaximum andminimum values
of transmittance for closed-aperture Z-scan technique, re-
spectively, ΔΦo is the nonlinear phase shift, and S is the
aperture’s linear transmittance [30–32]. Also, Leff is the ef-
fective length of thematerial as a function of the sample length,
L, and linear absorption coefficient, αo, given as [28–34]

Leff �
1− exp −αoL(  

αo
, (5)

where L is the sample length and αo is the linear absorption
coefficient [28–34].

3. Experimental Method

.e schematic diagram of the experimental setup is de-
scribed in Figure 1 which shows the nanoparticle generation
setup by the laser ablation in liquid method. Experiments
were carried out by using Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers, op-
erating at a wavelength of 1064 nm, pulse width of (5 ns), and
repetition rate of (10Hz), and 100mJ energy per pulse was
focused on the samples.

.e laser beam was directed on the pure (99.9%) gold
with a thickness of 1mm and the PZTalloy with a thickness
of 2mm, which were used as the target and immersed in
liquid for comparison (deionized water and polyvinyl pyr-
rolidone (PVP), a polymer with a mixture of 1% PVP and
deionized water dissolved using a magnetic stirrer). In order
to obtain more stable solution, in the container, we use a
glass vessel under a high-reflectivity mirror and a lens with
150mm focal length. .e water was kept at the height above
the target at 10mm, and a quartz cover was used to avoid the
splashing to the surroundings of the vessel.

.e distance between the lens and the target was adjusted
to obtain a best spot of laser beam focused on the target. For
the preparation of bimetallic Au@PZT and PZT@Au core-
shell NPs, a sequential two-step ablation method, shown
schematically in Figure 2, was used. In this method, first Au
NP colloidal solution was prepared by laser ablation of Au
target in deionized water environment . Once, in a PVP again,
irradiation of target endured for 3 min and was accompanied
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by a homogeneous liquid staining by pink color because of the
plasmon resonance band of Au NPs in the visible region.
During illumination by laser pulses, color change of the
colloid was observed, and this process continued till the color
of colloid became red, followed by ablation of the PZT target
in the previously prepared Au NPs colloidal solution. .e
PZTNPs act as shell and form core for ablated hot Au species.
.e ablation duration was 2-3min for PZT to obtain core-
shell morphology with varying shell thickness. After prepa-
ration, all of the samples were stirred in an ultrasonic bath at
room temperature (RT) for about 15min.

In order to study the effects of an external electric field
on the nonlinear refractive index of the NP samples, we
employed the closed-aperture Z-scan technique, and mea-
surements have been performed at λ� 532 nm, which is close
to the SPR absorption band of the materials, using a CW
diode-pumped solid-state laser as the light source.

.e laser beam gave a Gaussian profile by vertical po-
larization and a power of 120 mW at normal incidence
geometry. .e sample was moved forward and backward
along the Z-axis around the beam waist of the laser during
themeasurement, under the effect of an external electric field

(used variable voltages (0–7 volt)), to analyze the nonlinear
variation of the refractive index. .e schematic of the setup
for the Z-scan experiment is shown in Figure 3.

4. Results and Discussion

Optical absorption spectra of prepared NPs and core/shell
samples were measured using a UV–visible spectropho-
tometer. .e behavior is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4(a) shows the UV-visible absorption of the
products S1 to S4 NPs and core/shell samples in deionized
water solution, and the UV-visible absorption of the
products S5 to S8 NPs and core/shell samples in PVP so-
lution is illustrated in Figure 4(b). .ese figures show that
each sample has a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) ab-
sorption spectrum as indicated by their NPs sizes. .e
measured SPR peak of these samples indicates that the
resonance peak become stronger in PVP solution because
the matrix is more stable. Movability of the SPR wavelength
of the samples occurs as shown in Table 1.

.is red shift was because of the larger refractive index of
core-shell structure when compared with PZT and Au NPs.

1064 nm

Lens

Quartz cover

Plasma

Target

Rotational movement

Container

Laser beam

Laser
Mirror

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used in nanoparticles preparation by laser ablation confined in a liquid medium.

S1: Au NPs S5: Au NPs

S2: PZT NPs S6: PZT NPs

S3: Au@PZT

In water matrix In PVP matrix

S7: Au@PZTS4: PZT@Au S8: PZT@Au

Figure 2: .e steps to prepare the core-shell nanoparticles for samples.
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Furthermore, the SPR depends unequivocally on the NPs
shape and the size of the nanoparticles and also is sensitive to
the refractive index of the surrounding medium due to the
difference in shell thicknesses [9, 17, 35, 36].

Also, morphology of the samples was investigated by the
use of a field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM) model (JSM-7610F), operating at an accelerating
voltage of (10 kV), to identify and determine the shape and
size of the produced particles. .e formation of a metallic
phase core/shell made up of particles of quasi-spherical
morphology with a size range for core from 50 nm to
90 nm and shell from 20 nm to 34 nm for Au@PZT in water,
and the sizes starting to increase to more than 100 nm for
PZT@Au in the polymeric solution can be seen from Fig-
ure 5. It can be seen that there were no agglomeration effects
present when the ablation was performed directly in the
polymeric solution.

We realize that the dielectric properties of the material are
extremely important and play the main role in the position
and intensity of the peak of SPR of NPs. As we expected,
coupling between the metallic and piezoelectric medium
yields to the change in the refractive index of the samples.

.ese properties have been characterized by relation
between ε1 � n2 − k2 and ε2 � 2nK as shown in Figure 6, for

samples in deionized water and Figure 7, for samples in the
polymeric solution.

It is evident from these figures that when Au NPs are
ablated in water matrix, we have the main resonance peak in
the refractive index as clarified by the absorption spectrum.
But, when NPs are prepared in the PVP matrix, we can see
slight change in the imaginary part of the refractive index in
spite of decrease in the real part of the refractive index. .is
change can be described by the fact that we have PVP
supporting larger gold NPs which is confirmed by FESEM
image. .is is clarified when we compare Au@PZT NPs in
water matrix with those NPs in PVP (Figures 6(c) and 7(c)),
in which we can see two distinct peaks in the PVP matrix in
both real and imaginary parts of the refractive indices.

Measurements of the nonlinear refractive index in NPs
and core/shell samples are revealed by using the Z-scan

Filter

Laser

Voltage ± Z

PD

PC

Lens Aperture

–Z +Z

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the experimental arrangement for closed-aperture Z-scan technique.
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Figure 4: Absorption spectra of core-shell NPs: (a) in water solvent and (b) in PVP solvent.

Table 1: SPR in different solutions for all samples.

Samples SPR in water matrix SPR in PVP matrix
Au NPs 524 nm 526 nm
PZT NPs 202 nm 255 nm
Au@PZT 529@231 nm 527@235 nm
PZT@Au 222@526 nm 246@529 nm
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: FESEM image of (a) Au@PZT in water and (b) PZT@Au in PVP.
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Figure 6: .e relationship between ε1 and ε2 with wavelength in the water matrix.
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technique. .e scan started from a distance near the focus to
check the fact that the generating samples in a PVP polymer
solution have a nonlinear refractive index value greater than
that generated in deionized water. It can be seen that the
peak-valley pattern of the normalized transmittance curve
indicates the positive sign for samples produced in the water
solution, except Au NPs..is is different from negative sign,
in which the valley comes after the transmittance peak,
indicating the self-defocusing phenomena in all applied
voltages. Furthermore, the valley-peak configuration in-
dicates the negative sign for samples produced in the PVP
solution except Au@PZT NPs, as shown in Figure 8

One may know that the SPR wavelength in the nano-
composite materials can be actively modulated at regular
intervals through the application of external parameters
such as electric field. .e effect of the external electric field
on the nonlinear refractive index was studied with a direct

variable voltage (0–7 volt) effect on the sample inside the cell
during scanning using the Z-scan technique. We observed
that an increase in the amount of voltage leads to increasing
distance between the peak-valley transmittance (i.e., the
difference of the normalized transmission between the peak
and the valley). .is means there is an increase in the
quantity of nonlinear refractive index of all samples, as
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 indicates that we have an increase in the
amount of nonlinear refractive index in the nanoparticles in
the polymer solution as compared to the water solution.
Also, we have a clear increase in this amount when an
external electric field is affected. .is is an important result
in the study of the effects on optical and electronic properties
of devices.

A comparison of all samples with some plots was drawn,
as shown in Figure 11, and we conclude that there are
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samples in which the nonlinear refractive index changes
slightly, while other samples have a significant change in
their magnitude. .ese changes depend on the boundary
conditions between the core and the shell of the samples.

Our results show significant adjustability for the non-
linear refractive index for each set of NPs. When an electric
field was applied (0–7 volt) to the NP samples, the en-
hancement can be seen for the nonlinear refractive index
with rate 48% for metal NPs, while the proportion of im-
provement did not exceed 10% for the core/shell NPs.

.ere are various physical mechanisms that result in the
nonlinear change of incorporate refractive index,

electrostriction, electronic polarization, photorefractive ef-
fect, ultrafast electronic effects [30], and thermal effect [31],
as the molecular reorientation collectively contributes to
nonlinear change of indices [25, 37–39].

Our results show that the changes of the nonlinear in-
dices are drastically because of the reorientation procedure
of the induced polarization of the core/shell NPs and the
electric field of the laser beam as changes are increased with
increased applied voltage on core/shell NPs. .ermal effects
can considerably contribute to the nonlinear refractive index
under a CW laser for sample illumination which can occur
because of thermal effects [40, 41]. In addition, we expect
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that thermal effect has more impact than the other effects.
.is result agrees with [32].

To get more sense about this manner, we use the energy
diagram of the core and shell and investigate the interface
physical phenomena such as Schottky barrier heights which
are very important at the metal/semiconductor interfaces.

It, to a great extent, defines the current transport and the
potential distribution through these interfaces and, conse-
quently, the usefulness of the electronic devices [13]. .e
energy band diagrams of the PZT@ Au core@ shell NPs
interfaces are shown in Figure 12..e vacuum levels derived
from the work functions for typical PZT and metal Au are
about 5.8 and 5.1 eV, respectively, with an ionization po-
tential of PZTof 6.8 eV [13, 42]..e possible band bowing in
the PZT substrate is not shown in the graphs.

.e electron affinity χ � 3.4 eV of the cleaned PZT thin
films is derived from the XPS measurement, and an energy
gap of 3.4 eV is considered from Reference [13]. By con-
sidering the Schottky barrier heights for electrons at the
interfaces and taking work function of 5.1 eV for Au into
account, the dipole potential δ can be derived from the
discontinuity of the vacuum level EVAC at the interface.

Here, ECB, EF, and EVB are the conduction band, Fermi level,
and valence band of PZT, respectively. .e Fermi-level
position at the PZT/Au interface has been determined
utilizing a combination of metal work function and PZT
electron affinity, EF −EVB � 1.8 eV, by the barriers for the
injections of electrons (ΦBn � ECB −EF) and holes
(ΦBp � EF −EVB) [13, 42]. Irradiating with the visible light,
within the energy gap of semiconductors, such as the laser
light of 532 nm, leads to absorption of photons and gen-
erates an electric field at the Schottky barrier which forces
the photogenerated e− and h+ to isolate in opposite di-
rections.When the PZT@AuNPs are irradiated with light, the
e− in the valence band of PZT comes to be excited to the
conduction band. Since the EF of PZT@Au is at a lower level
than the PZTconduction band, the Au interbands capture e−

from PZT. .us, the Au layer acts as the reservoir for the e−

and prevents the fast recombination of photo-excited e− and
h+ in the semiconductor [42, 43]..is leads to increases in the
absorption coefficient and thus nonlinear refractive index in
the SPR sample quantities. .is work will give some idea to
those interested in scientific research for more advancement
of piezophotonic effects in the optical drives.
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Figure 10: Change in the nonlinear refractive index by changing solution and voltages for all samples.
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5. Conclusions

In summary, we have synthesized Au NPs, PZT NPs, and
core/shell NPs dispersed in various solvents by pulsed
laser ablation with nanosecond laser pulses at 1064 nm
and studied their optical-limiting properties. Our results
show significant adjustability and tunability of the ab-
sorption band and SPR for each set of NPs that may be
useful in the design of optical absorption devices. As we
described how an external electric field affects the non-
linear refractive index of the samples, by using the closed-
aperture Z-scan technique, a result suggests that the
electric field modifies controlling of nonlinear refractive
index values to samples which could be a perspective issue
in piezophotonic materials development. Furthermore,

combining the ferroelectric properties of PZT with the
SPR wonders of Au NPs, we achieved tunability of the
optical properties of the nanocomposite such as non-
linearity under external voltage.
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Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) and soft lithography are techniques suitable tomodify the surface of biomaterials.Modified surfaces
might play a role in modulating cells and reducing bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation. ,e main objective of this study was
threefold: first, to create patterns at microscale onmodel surfaces using DPN; second, to duplicate and transfer these patterns to a real
biomaterial surface using a microstamping technique; and finally, to assess bacterial adhesion to these developed patterned surfaces
using the cariogenic species Streptococcus mutans.DPNwas used with a polymeric adhesive to create dot patterns on model surfaces.
Elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane was used to duplicate the patterns and silica sol to transfer them to themedical grade stainless steel
316L surface by microstamping. Optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were used to characterize the patterns. S.
mutans adhesion was assessed by colony-forming units (CFUs), MTTviability assay, and scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM). DPN
allowed creating microarrays from 1 to 5 µm in diameter on model surfaces that were successfully transferred to the stainless steel
316L surface via microstamping. A significant reduction up to one order of magnitude in bacterial adhesion to micropatterned
surfaces was observed. ,e presented experimental approach may be used to create patterns at microscale on a surface and transfer
them to other surfaces of interest. A reduction in bacterial adhesion to patterned surfaces might have amajor impact since adhesion is
a key step in biofilm formation and development of biomaterial-related infections.

1. Introduction

Biomimetics can be defined as the science that studies the
formation, structure, or function of biologically produced
substances and materials and biological mechanisms and
processes to synthetize similar products by artificial
mechanisms which mimic nature [1], is an approach that
could be applied to materials science, and contributes to
enhance or increase biomaterials compatibility [2]. Surface
characteristics based on shark tissues have been applied to a
polymeric material allowing the reduction of S. aureus
adhesion and biofilm formation [3]. In addition, this same
pattern was used on silicone to assess reduction of adhesion
and biofilm formation of pneumonia-related bacterial

species, and similar results were obtained [4]. ,erefore,
controlled modification of the surface with patterns based
on natural structures has shown that bacterial adhesion and
biofilm formation may be delayed compared to unmodified
surfaces [3, 5]. Glinel et al. [6] summarize different ap-
proaches, such as coating materials with essential oils or
antiquorum-sensing molecules, immobilization of anti-
microbial peptides, and fabrication of structures on the
surface of materials, that have been investigated to in-
corporate biomimetics into surface modification as an
alternative to creating antibacterial surfaces.

Surfaces can be modified using different techniques,
including photolithography [7], soft lithography [8–11], dip-
pen nanolithography [12], ultrasonic nanocrystal surface
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modification (UNSM) [13], colloid lithography, vapor
annealing [14], or laser beam irradiation [15], among others.

Photolithography has long been recognized as the most
common technique to manufacture the master model
necessary for soft lithography [3, 7, 8, 11, 16, 17]. Chung
et al. [3] used photolithography and soft lithography to
modify the surface of PDMS in order to evaluate bacterial
behavior in contact with patterned surfaces and found that
bacteria are slower to colonize and form a mature biofilm on
a patterned surface. Hochbaum and Aizenberg [5] obtained
similar results and concluded that a patterned surface is
more difficult to be colonized by bacteria as the size of the
features approaches the size of a single bacterium. Vasu-
devan et al. [18] modified PDMS to compare bacterial ad-
hesion to modified versus flat surfaces and found that E.
cloacae covered more surface on flat PDMS (50%) than any
of the modified PDMS surfaces (20% or below). Xu and
Siedlecki [19] used photolithography and soft lithography to
modify polyurethane urea to evaluate bacterial adhesion of S.
epidermidis and S. aureus under dynamic conditions and
concluded that bacterial adhesion followed a decreasing
tendency as the shear rate increased on the modified surface
compared to a flat surface, particularly for S. epidermidis in
PBS, and adhesion reduction reached values up to 90%.
However, photolithography presents several disadvantages,
especially in the biomedical field, since it requires expensive
equipment and facilities, is composed of several rigorous
steps, no control over surface chemistry exists, and cannot be
implemented on curved or nonplanar surfaces [20].

Soft lithography is a collection of indirect techniques
through duplication and transfer procedures that allow the
fabrication of patterned surfaces at the micron and sub-
micron levels [7, 8]. ,is set of techniques relies on an elastic
polymer to be used as a mask or stamp to pattern soft
materials, such as polymers, gels, and organic monolayers.
,e soft lithographic techniques have in common the use of
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) as the key component to
copy the structures fabricated from a model known as
master. Among the advantages of this technique, the high
number of replicas that may be produced in PDMS from one
master is perhaps the most relevant [21].

Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) is a direct technique that
allows creating patterns directly on the surface of materials for
a variety of purposes, including protein deposition [22, 23] or
fabrication of protein arrays [24, 25]. It is a tip-based tech-
nique that uses an atomic force microscopy tip as a “nib,” a
solid substrate as “paper,” and molecules with chemical af-
finity for the solid substrate as “ink” [12]. Many solutions and
molecules, including proteins, colloidal particles, and in-
organic compounds, have been used as inks [23, 25, 26]. ,e
advantages of DPN include the fabrication of complex
multicomponent assemblies with no cross contamination
[24], the process is adaptable and is not ink or surface specific,
no special operating conditions are required, and any pattern
may be created [27]. Its main disadvantage is that patterning
of large areas may become a slow process since each feature
has to be made separately [28].

Photolithography and soft lithography are two widely
reported techniques to modify the surface of materials for

biomedical applications [11, 16, 17]. DPN has received at-
tention as an alternative to chemically modifying a surface
[29] and as a tool to create patterns to be used with other
lithographic techniques [30]. However, the combination of
soft lithography and dip-pen nanolithography for bio-
medical applications, particularly for evaluation of bacterial
adhesion to modified surfaces, has not been studied as far as
we know. DPN may be a promising alternative method to
create themaster since this technique offers some advantages
over photolithography, including the fact that it is a direct
deposition method that does not require a series of steps and
any pattern could be fabricated on any surface, including
nonplanar surfaces.

,e current work presents, to the best of our knowledge,
for the first time the application of these combined tech-
nologies to modify the surface of a medical grade material in
order to reduce bacterial adhesion. ,erefore, the objective
of this work was to create dot patterns on model surfaces of
silicon and gold using DPN, then duplicate and transfer
these patterns to the surface of stainless steel 316L using a
soft lithographic technique, and evaluate the adhesion of the
cariogenic species Streptococcus mutans to these developed
surfaces. Patterned surfaces may have a potential interest in
medicine and dentistry for enhancing the surface of devices
such as orthopedic implants, dental prosthetics, cardiac
valves, or osseous-fixation plates, among others, as modified
surfaces have demonstrated not only a reduction in bacterial
adhesion [3–6] but also an improvement in cellular adhesion
and arrangement [10, 11], which will ultimately lead to
improving the correlation between biomaterials/devices and
surrounding tissues.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals. A commercial polymeric adhesive (Norland
Optical Adhesive 68T, Norland Products, Inc., USA) was
used as ink. It was kept at 4°C throughout the experiments.

Silica sol was prepared using the one-stage sol-gel
method as previously described by us [31, 32]. Tetraethy-
lorthosilicate (TEOS) and methyltriethoxysilane (MTES)
(ABCR GmbH & Co., Germany) were used as silica pre-
cursors for the hybrid sol, 0.1N nitric acid (Merck Millipore,
USA) and acetic acid (glacial, 100% v/v, Merck Millipore,
USA) were used as catalysts, and absolute ethanol (99.9%
v/v, Merck Millipore, USA) was used as solvent. ,e final
concentration of SiO2 was 18 gL−1.

2.2. Substrates. Commercial 1 cm × 1 cm silicon and gold
wafers (Nanoink, Inc., USA) were used as model substrates
due to their affinity for the ink. ,ese substrates contain an
embedded matrix of letters to assist in pattern location for
further imaging and analysis.

Stainless steel 316L (SS316L) (Onlinemetals.com, USA)
10 × 10 × 1mm plates were polished using 1 µm diamond
paste (LECO Corporation, USA) until a mirror-like surface
was obtained. ,en, SS316L plates were sequentially cleaned
using surfactant, acetone (99.8% v/v, Merck Millipore,
USA), distilled water, and absolute ethanol (99% v/v, Merck
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Millipore, USA) for 8min each in an ultrasound bath and let
dry in air.

2.3. Dot Pattern Master Fabrication. DPN was carried out
using the NLP 2000 system (NanoInk, Inc., USA). 0.4 µL of
ink were injected into each well of a twelve-well plate
(NanoInk, Inc., USA). M triangular tips (10-tip arrays) were
selected to deposit the ink on the substrates considering their
stiffness.

,e master designed (∼10mm2) consisted of a dot array
disposed in an 11 × 11 matrix, which means that each tip
fabricated 11 dots in the X axis and 11 in the Y axis per line.
,is configuration was selected because the space taken by
two consecutive dots, including the space between them, was
approximately 6 µm. As each type M triangular tip deposits
ink in the X axis at a length of 66 µm, this configuration
allowed each tip to fabricate its own 11 × 11 arrangement
without overlapping with the neighbor array.,us, each line
of dots was composed of 121 dots in the X axis and 11 dots in
the Y axis. Lines were repeatedly fabricated to cover the
entire area. A Z-clearance of 50 µm and a dwell time of 0.5
seconds were established.

2.4. Microstamping. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Silastic
T-2, Dow Corning Corporation, USA) was used to duplicate
themaster created on both substrates (Figure 1). Only silicon
and gold masters which comprised dots of 1 µm diameter
were used. PDMS was prepared according to the manu-
facturer and cured for 24 h. ,en, it was carefully removed
from the surface, visually inspected to verify its physical
integrity, and thermally treated at 80°C for 3 h to complete
polymerization. ,e PDMS was used as a microstamp to
transfer SiO2 to SS316L surfaces. In brief, 7 µL of the silica sol
were deposited onto the stainless-steel surface, a PDMS
microstamp was placed over the drop, gentle pressure was
applied, and the sol was allowed to gel for 4 h at RT. ,e
PDMS stamp was then carefully removed, and the stainless-
steel plate with the transferred pattern was heat treated at
450°C for 30min in a furnace.

,ree types of samples were obtained. SS316L control
group (SS polished) was comprised of polished plates and
two experimental groups: flat SiO2-coated plates (SS coated)
prepared by dip coating (4 cm/min) and SiO2-patterned
plates (SS micropatterned) obtained by microstamping. SS-
coated and SS-micropatterned plates were thermally treated
at 450°C for 30min.

2.5. Surface Characterization. Dot master and PDMS
microstamp surfaces were characterized using optical mi-
croscopy (OM) (Axio Vert 40 MAT, Carl Zeiss Microscopy
GmbH, Germany) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
(Nanosurf Easyscan 2, Nanosurf AG, Switzerland). For AFM
acquisition, a NCLR (Nanosensors™, Switzerland) tip at a
force constant of 48N/m in the tapping mode was used.
Images postprocessing was performed using software Axi-
oVision (V 4.9.1.0, Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH,

Germany), software Image J 1.51 J [33], and software WSxM
5.0 [34].

SS316L surface properties were evaluated by AFM as
described above and by contact angle measurement. 10 AFM
images of 50 µm × 50 µm were used for surface roughness
measurements with the arithmetic average of the roughness
profile (Ra) calculated using software for AFM analysis
(Gwyddion 2.34, Department of Nanometrology, Czech
Metrology Institute, Czech Republic). Contact angle mea-
surements followed the sessile drop method on 10 random
plates from each group using a camera (Canon EOS Rebel
XS, Japan) and a macrolens (105mm F2.8 EXDGOS, Sigma,
USA) with the angle values obtained using software
AxioVision.

2.6. Biological Characterization. Streptococcus mutans
(ATCC 25175, Microbiologics, USA) was used to charac-
terize bacterial adhesion to control and experimental
surfaces.

Bacteria were grown in brain-heart infusion (BHI) agar
(Scharlab S.L., Spain) supplemented with 0.2U/ml baci-
tracin (Sigma Fluka, USA) for 24 h at 37° ± 1°C. ,en, they
were cultured in a solution of peptone water (3% peptone
and 20% sucrose in distilled water) at 37° ± 1°C for 24 h. ,e
bacterial solution was centrifuged, and the supernatant was
discarded. ,e bacterial pellet was resuspended in peptone
water at 10−7 CFUs/ml by measuring the nephelometric
turbidity unit (NTU) (based on a calibration curve of NTU
vs CFU/ml). SS316L plates from control and experimental
groups were placed in single well of 24-well nontreated
polystyrene plates (Costar, Corning, Inc., USA), and 1ml of
bacterial solution was added to each well. Plates were in-
cubated at 37° ± 1°C for 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h. After each
incubation time, SS316L plates were removed, washed three
times with 500 µl of 0.9% saline solution to remove non-
adherent bacteria, and prepared for characterization
methods.

For scanning electron microscopy (JEOL JSM-5910LV,
Japan), analyses of bacterial adhesion morphology and
coverage, control, and experimental surfaces were pre-
incubated with 3% glutaraldehyde to permanently fix bac-
terial cells.

,e MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenylte-
trazolium bromide) tetrazolium reduction assay was used to
assess cell viability. In brief, 500µl of MTT solution prepared
with 5mg/ml in distilled and sterile water (Molecular Probe,
USA) was added to control and experimental surfaces and
incubated at 37° ± 1°C for 4h. Afterwards, surfaces were
photographed using an inverted microscope (AxioVert 40
MAT, Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Germany) at 50X.
Software Image J 1.51 J [33] was used to calculate the per-
centage area covered by bacterial colonies.

Samples from control and experimental surfaces were
also subjected to a 3-second sonication at 50% power
(Qsonica 125, USA) in 10ml of 0.9% saline solution. Serial
dilutions of the sonicated solutions were prepared and 10 µl
from each tube were cultured in the BHI agar in triplicate
following the drop plate method [35]. Culture plates were
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incubated at 37° ± 1°C for 48 h, and then colony-forming
units (CFUs) were counted. ,is entire process was repeated
three times in different time periods.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. Experimental results are presented
as themean ± standard deviation (SD). Comparison between
groups was performed using the one-way ANOVA test with
post hoc Tukey method. Values of p< 0.05 were considered
statistically significant. Software SPSS (V. 22) was used for
statistical analysis.

,e datasets generated during the current study are
available upon request from the corresponding author.

3. Results

3.1. Dot Master Fabrication. A commercial adhesive was
used as ink to create a pattern on model silicon and gold
substrates.

Dot matrices were first created on silicon. Dot di-
mensions were determined using the DPN system and
confirmed by means of OM, SEM, and AFM. OM images
showed dot diameters averaging 2.9 ± 0.27 µm and 314 ±
21 nm of height. ,e separation between two consecutive
dots depended on the diameter of each dot. Figure 2 shows
SEM and AFM images of patterns deposited on silicon and
gold.

As it was observed on silicon, dot diameter averaged
2.8 µm and features showed heights in the 200–400 nm range
with a separation between two neighboring dots between 3
and 5 µm on gold.

3.2. Microstamping. Figure 3 shows a 50 × 50 µm AFM
image of a negative duplicate of the positive dot pattern
created on the surface (PDMS stamp). Transfer of dot
patterns to SS316L using silica sol was successful as the dot
diameter averaged 2.49 ± 0.4 µm and dot height averaged
298 ± 26 nm, which were in the same size range as the
features created on the original substrates (Figure 4).

3.3. SurfaceProperties. Contact angle measurements showed
an increase from polished to coated to micropatterned SS
(Figure 5). ,e difference in contact angle measurements
was statistically significant among the three surface treat-
ments (p � 0.001). Regarding roughness, coated SS showed
the lowest values, followed by polished and micropatterned.

,e difference in roughness between coated and micro-
patterned SS was statistically significant (p � 0.001).

3.4. Biological Characterization. Streptococcus mutans was
added to the three substrates (SS polished, SS coated, and SS
micropatterned) for five different time periods (2, 4, 8, 12,
and 24 h). ,e MTT assay showed bacterial viability in-
creasing from 4 to 8 h regardless of surface treatment. ,e
lowest bacterial colonization was observed on the SS-
patterned surface at both times (Figures 6(c) and 6(f )).
,e percentage of the covered area at 4 h did not show
differences for SS-polished, SS-coated and SS-patterned
surfaces (∼33%, 34%, and 31%, respectively). However, at
8 h, the percentage of the covered area showed an important
reduction in the SS-patterned surface (23%) compared to SS-
polished (47%) and SS-coated (51%) surfaces.

Bacterial adhesion quantified by CFUs increased from 2
to 8 h and then decreased up to 24 h (Figure 7). SS coated
showed statistically significant differences in bacterial ad-
hesion and colonization between 2 and 4 h (p � 0.001) and 2
and 8 h (p � 0.001), when the maximum colonization was
observed. A statistically significant reduction from 8 to 24 h
was observed (p � 0.001). SS micropatterned showed the
lowest bacterial adhesion and colonization, and no statis-
tically significant differences were found at different times.
In the control surface SS polished, a statistically significant
difference was found in bacterial adhesion between 4 and 8 h
(p � 0.001). ,en, a statistically significant reduction up to
24 h was observed (p � 0.001). Among groups, there was a
statistically significant difference between control SS pol-
ished and SS coated (p � 0.003) and between SS coated and
SS micropatterned (p � 0.003) at 4 h. Likewise, statistically
significant differences between control SS polished and SS
micropatterned (p � 0.003) and between SS coated and SS
micropatterned (p � 0.001) at 8 h were found. SEM images
of bacterial adhesion and colonization on the different
surfaces are shown in Figure 8.

4. Discussion

A combination of DPN and soft lithography with the ob-
jective of modifying the surface of a biomaterial to analyze
whether this approach could have an effect on bacterial
adhesion has not been published to the best of our
knowledge. ,erefore, DPN was used to fabricate the pat-
terns on model surfaces, and soft lithography was employed
to transfer such pattern to a real biomaterial surface. Such

Si/Au

PDMS PDMS

PDMS

SS
SiO2 sol

SilicaPolymeric ink

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Si/Au SS

Figure 1: A: master pattern created through DPN. B: PDMS onto pattern. C: negative pattern duplicate in PDMS (microstamp). D: transfer
to the SS316L substrate using silica sol. E: dot pattern in silica on SS316L.
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substrates were selected because the silica sol and the
polymeric adhesive showed high affinity with both metallic
and nonmetallic substrates.

Two main complications appeared during pattern fab-
rication. Firstly, ink was difficult to apply on both substrates
due to its high viscosity, which congested and fractured the
tips. Congested tips, in turn, applied substantial amounts of
ink on a single spot, creating ponds of ink on the substrate.
,is was especially evident on silicon surfaces. Careful
calibration and manipulation of the NLP system was nec-
essary to counteract this condition. ,e process of applying
ink on gold substrates was more straightforward, although
tip congestion and pond formation were also observed. A
process of bleeding the excess of ink, as suggested by Wang
et al. [27], was applied to ensure that the correct amount of
ink was deposited. Nevertheless, some ponds were observed
when fabricating the patterns, and some of them forming

(a)

X: 50µm
Y: 50µm
Z: 348.5nm

0.0nm

348.5nm

(b)

(c)

0.0nm

169.4nm

X: 50µm
Y: 50µm
Z: 169.4nm

(d)

Figure 2: SEM and AFM images of the polymeric dot pattern on silicon (a, b) and gold (c, d). ,e bars in (a) and (c) are 20 µm.

10µm

2µm

Figure 3: AFM image of the negative dot pattern on PDMS and
detail of one of the negative dots (upper right).
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SS polished SS coated SS micropatterned

Contact angle (°)
Ra (nm) 23 ± 10

57 ± 4 75 ± 3 87 ± 3
17 ± 7 70 ± 17

Figure 5: Water contact angles images of SS polished (a), SS coated (b), and SS micropatterned (c) and contact angle and roughness average
measurements.

0.0nm

308.9nm

X: 50µm
Y: 50µm
Z: 308.9nm

Figure 4: AFM image of pattern transference to SS316L.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Continued.
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maximum adhesion at 8 h.
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Figure 8: Bacterial colonization at 8 h on SS polished (a), SS coated (b), and SS micropatterned (c). ,e bar is 5 µm.

(e) (f )

Figure 6: MTT images at 4 h (a–c) and 8 h (d–f): SS polished (a, d), SS coated (b, e), and SS patterned (c, f ). Black spots are bacterial
accumulation on each surface. ,e bar is 20 µm.
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after the process had been initiated. Secondly, some tips
would not always carry enough ink to create a particular
pattern, so empty spots within a specific pattern could be
observed. ,is situation was corrected, when possible, by
creating another pattern on-site.

,e features created with DPN in the current work are in
the order of microns (1–5 µm in diameter) and submicrons
(over 100 to over 400 nm in height), although nanometric
sizes (50–100 nm) can be reached [36]. ,e topography was
designed considering the fact that S. mutans organize in
short chains and clusters, as observed in SEM images, so the
physical obstacles (dot height and pitch) had to be con-
structed in such a way that they should surround groups of
bacteria rather than a single bacterium as it has been pro-
posed that the size of the features in the same range as the
bacterial species reduce bacterial adhesion and colonization
because such features act as physical barriers [5].

,e duplication process was straightforward, and the
dimensions of the fabricated patterns on silicon and gold
were conserved after transferring to stainless steel as PDMS
is capable of copying and transferring features below the
threshold than those created in this work (800 nm) [37].
After the silica coated and patterned surfaces were obtained,
surface characterization by means of surface roughness and
contact angle measurement to analyze surface hydropho-
bicity was performed. Hydrophobicity increased after
coating or patterning the stainless-steel surface, which is in
accordance to other studies having SS coated with silica
[38–41]. Santos et al. [39] observed an increase in hydro-
phobicity but did not present any explanation for this, while
Yang et al. [41] obtained contact angle values of over 120°
with silica sol synthetized using TEOS and MTES as pre-
cursors at different molar ratios and explained that the
hydrophobicity largely depends on surface chemistry and
morphology of the silica films. On the contrary, Hossei-
nalipour et al. [38] found that hydrophilicity increases as
TEOS ratios increase when used a silica sol with tetrae-
thylorthosilicate (TEOS) and 3-methacryloxypropyl-
trimethoxysilane (TMSM) at different molar ratios.
However, more recently, Wang et al. [40] evaluated SS316L
samples coated with silica sol prepared using TEOS
and MTES as precursors at different molar ratios and
found an increase in hydrophobicity as the TEOS :MTES
ratio increased. ,eir contact angle values for the same
TEOS :MTES ratio as obtained in the present work (40 : 60)
were similar (85°) and higher than the uncoated SS316L
samples (27°). According to Wang et al., this increase in
hydrophobicity in the current work may be explained by the
amount of methyl groups that, in turn, would lower the
ability of the surface to absorb water [40]. In regarding
roughness, it was reduced after SS being coated with silica,
which may be explained by the deposition of a thick ho-
mogeneous silica film that was able to cover the underneath
surface masking its scratches and therefore making it
smoother. ,e highest roughness shown by the patterned
surface may be explicated by the fact that PDMS showed a
rougher surface (47.4 ± 24.1 nm on average) and the
roughness of such material might have been transferred to
the substrate.

Bacterial adhesion to a biomaterial is a dynamic pro-
cess, and many variables are involved with surface prop-
erties that play a significant role in the early steps of
adhesion. In the current work, bacterial adhesion to pat-
terned surfaces showed a reduction of at least one order of
magnitude compared with polished and silica-coated
SS316L, which is significant for a short-time contact
study (24 h). ,e adhesion peak of this bacterial strain onto
the control surface (uncoated SS) under the conditions of
these experiments was 8 h, so this time was the most rel-
evant in this study. In addition, low viability was observed
after 12 h probably due to the fact that the culture medium
was not replaced and bacteria could be deprived of nu-
trients. Furthermore, the surface patterned with silica was
the roughest and also the most hydrophobic, while the
silica coated surface was more hydrophilic and smooth, but
they showed an opposite behavior to bacterial adhesion.
,ese findings demonstrate that the highest antibacterial
effect shown by the patterned surface could be explained by
a physical rather than a chemical phenomenon (from the
silica). ,e accessible contact area is relevant for bacteria to
adhere, and since S. mutans organize in short chains and
form small clusters, the pattern created on the surface may
have acted as physical obstacles for clusters to organize,
expand, and find each other, at least temporarily, which did
not occur on the flat surfaces (polished or coated). In
addition, the most hydrophobic surface showed the lowest
bacterial adhesion, which may suggest that this bacterial
strain possess a more hydrophilic surface, as suggested by
Satou et al. [42] after finding that different strains of S.
mutans have a hydrophilic surface and that hydrophilic
bacterial show higher adhesion to hydrophilic surfaces
[43]. Considering surface modification and its effect on
bacteria adhesion, the results of this work are in agreement
with other authors once it shows that the introduction of
micropatterns reduces in 95% the S. mutans adhesion at
8 h, which is even higher than described by Chung et al. [3]
with 87% reduction in S. aureus at 14 days and similar to
May et al. [4] ranging between 95.6 and 99.9% since they
evaluated different bacterial strains.

,e current work presents an alternative approach in
which surface modification by a combination of DPN and
microstamping showed reduction of bacterial adhesion to a
modified surface. Besides reduction of bacterial adhesion,
this combination presented a number of advantages, in-
cluding the fact that DPN shows high resolution and is a
versatile technique because patterns can be created on
virtually any substrate, as long as chemical affinity exists, and
soft lithography is a high-throughput technique, which
counteracts the fact that DPN is a very low throughput
procedure. ,e applicability of DPN in real-life biomaterials
resides in the ability to create any pattern on any substrate
using any compound as ink. Some limitations have to be
addressed beforehand, including high costs and low
throughput. In our consideration, the combination with soft
lithography overcomes the latter limitation. Future con-
siderations should include longer evaluation periods, eval-
uation with different bacterial strains, and surface effects
using multispecies approaches.
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5. Conclusions

Surface patterning via DPN showed to be a time-consuming
process to pattern large areas, but its high resolution
demonstrated to be a suitable alternative to photolithog-
raphy for the fabrication of the master that is necessary for
soft lithography. Moreover, the combination of DPN and
soft lithography improved the process, and larger areas
could be patterned in a reduced amount of time. Patterned
surfaces showed lower bacterial adhesion compared to
coated or polished surfaces. ,e results of this work showed
that physical surface modification with these combined
techniques is a successful approach to reduce bacterial ad-
hesion and biofilm formation on biomaterials, which may
assist in preventing biomaterial-related infections.
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Lamellar activated carbons derived from Konjac sponges (KACs) have been successfully fabricated through a facile KOH ac-
tivation method. By manipulating the activation temperature and KOH/C ratio, the achieved KACs exhibit ultrahigh specific
surface area up to ∼3000m2/g and hierarchical pore structure with tunable micro/mesopore distribution. Notably, KACs possess
plenty of worm-shaped micropores formed by graphene stacking layers with the lateral distance close to size of hydrated
electrolyte ions. Owing to optimized pore structure, high graphitization, and extra O/N doping, KACs exhibited much enhanced
specific capacitance (253.0 F/g), superior rate ability (77% retention of capacitance at 10A/g), and remarkable cycling stability
(0.4% decay under 5A/g after 2000 cycles) in the acid electrolyte.(emass production ability of KACmaterials and the knowledge
of correlation between texture properties and capacitive performance open new opportunities for the application of such novel
biomass-derived carbons in supercapacitor devices.

1. Introduction

(e shortage of fossil fuels and booming demand for sus-
tainable energy call for the development of highly efficient
energy storage solutions [1, 2]. Supercapacitors (SCs), as
a complementary or independent charge storage system for
electric vehicles or regenerated applications, have exhibited
bright prospect due to the high power density, fast charging
process, and excellent cycling performance [3]. Based on the
surface adsorption/desorption of electrolyte ions, electro-
chemical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) are one impor-
tant component of commercial electrochemical capacitors
owing to their low cost and high operation safeties [4].
Nevertheless, the relatively low-energy density of EDLCs has
restricted their further application. (erefore, much efforts
have been made to increase the energy storage capability of
EDLCs in recent years [5, 6]. One of the most effective
strategies is to improve the specific capacitance through
sophisticated design of electrode materials. Carbon nano-
materials are the dominant electrode materials for EDLCs.
(e past few decades have witnessed the development of
various nanostructured carbon materials in SCs, ranging
from the modified activated carbons (ACs) [7] to novel

carbon nanostructures based on carbon nanotube [8],
graphene [9], or metal-organic framework- (MOF-) derived
carbon [10].

ACs, by contrast, have been the mainstream electrode
material in commercial SC devices due to the cost-effective
and easy to scale up nature. To satisfy the demand of next
generation SCs for both high-specific capacitance and rate
ability, rational design of pore distribution/structure and
optimization of surface modification have been urgently
required for ACs while maintaining the considerable specific
surface area (SSA) [11–13]. On one hand, micropores (pore
size <2.0 nm) provide effective sites for ion adsorption-
desorption, and mesopores (2.0 nm < pore size < 50 nm)
play a dominant role in ion transportation [14]. Moreover,
several studies have demonstrated the importance of sub-
nanopores (pore size <1.0 nm) in largely increasing capac-
itance when the pore dimension matches the radius of the
electrolyte ions [15, 16], which inspired attention on further
optimizing the hierarchical pore structure. On the other
hand, heteroatom (N, O, S, etc.) doping or group func-
tionalization could produce surface redox reaction, there-
fore improving the accessibility by optimizing the wettability
and introducing specific pseudocapacitance [13, 17, 18].
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Furthermore, manipulation of the graphitization degree
would increase the electrical conductivity, which facilitates
the charge transfer especially at high rate [19, 20]. (erefore,
development of well-designed ACs with high SSA, well-
designed pore structure, heteroatom doping, and high
graphitization degree opens new opportunities for this sort
of traditional materials in future SC devices. Notably, bio-
mass is an excellent precursor with the advantages of large
amount, rich composition, and distinct primary texture [21].
Upon appropriate activation process, hierarchically porous
ACs which inherit the original microstructure and hetero-
atom can be achieved [22, 23]. (us, selection of appropriate
carbon precursor and optimization of activation condition
become the research hotspot in nowadays.

Konjac, which is composed of glucomannan with
D-mannose and i-glucose in b(1,4) linkages, has been widely
used as an agent for food ingredient in Asia [24]. Due to its
low cost, easy for gelation, and good biocompatibility,
Konjac glucomannan (KGM) has served as a gelling, tex-
turizing, and film-forming agent in industries such as food,
drug, and cosmetic [25]. Nevertheless, the application of
ACs derived from Konjac-derived ACs in SCs has been
rarely reported. Li et al. have demonstrated the first study of
Konjac gel-derived porous biochar as electrode active ma-
terials in SCs, which exhibited the specific capacitance of
273.8 F/g at 1 A/g in 1M KOH [26]. Additionally, “snow
Konjac” is a sponge-like Konjac product consisting of KGM
and rice flour (mass ratio of ∼1 :1) as main gradients. Taking
advantages of the viscosity of KGM and swelling property of
rice flour, such Konjac sponges process a loose and porous
appearance with lamellar inner wall, which are expected to
serve as a novel platform to achieve new structured ACs.
Herein, we fabricated two-dimensional (2-D) graphitized
carbon nanosheets from the Konjac sponge through the
facile KOH activation method. By tuning the carbonization
temperature and KOH/C ratio, Konjac sponge-derived ACs
(KACs) with ultrahigh SSA (up to ∼3000m2/g at KOH/C >
3), tunable micro/mesopore volume, varied O/N doping,
and high graphitization degree have been achieved. Im-
pressively, such 2-D KAC nanosheets show hierarchical pore
structure with coexistence of micro/mesopores. Especially,
the micropores contain large amount of worm-shaped
graphene stacking layers with the lateral distance close to
the size of hydrated electrolyte ions, which greatly benefit the
capacitive performance. (erefore, compared with non-
activated samples, KACs exhibited much enhanced specific
capacitance, superior rate ability, and remarkable cycling
stability in acid electrolyte. (e relationship between the
capacitive performance (specific capacitance and rate ability)
and the texture property (SSA, micropore volume, and
mesopore volume) as well as the graphitization degree is also
elucidated, which would largely benefit the design and
practical application of such KAC materials in SCs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals. (e Konjac sponge with the brand “Leshan”
was bought from Jingdong Mall. Potassium hydroxide
(KOH) and hydrochloric acid (HCl) used were obtained

from Aladdin (Shanghai, China). N-methylpyrrolidinone
(NMP) was bought from Alfa Aesar.

2.2. Fabrication of Hierarchical Porous Carbon from Konjac
Sponge. (e Konjac sponge was firstly crushed and pre-
carbonized in the tube furnace under N2 atmosphere at
500°C for 2 h, and the achieved sample was mixed thor-
oughly with KOH (C/KOH ratio of 1 : 3). (e mixture was
then carbonized under N2 flow at 700°C, 800°C, and 900°C
for 2 h. (e resultant products were marked as Konjac
derived activated carbon (KAC)- 700, 800, and 900, re-
spectively. (e precarbonized sample carbonized under
700°C without the addition of KOHwas denoted as UAC. To
evaluate the effect of carbonized temperature on the ca-
pacitive performance, the precarbonized carbon was mixed
with different C/KOH ratios (1 :1, 1 : 2, and 1 : 4) before the
further carbonization at 800°C under N2 atmosphere. (e
derived samples were denoted as KAC-1, 2, and 4, re-
spectively. KAC-800 was equal to KAC-3. All the KAC
samples were washed with 2M HCl to remove the residual
KOH and centrifuged with deionized water until the solu-
tion reached neutral condition. After drying in vacuum, the
KAC materials were obtained. (e synthetic process is
shown in Scheme 1.

2.3. Characterization. (e morphology and high-resolution
imaging were obtained from a Tecnai G2 F20 U-TWIN.
Material phase analysis was conducted using an X-ray dif-
fractometer (D/max-TTRIII). Information of chemical and
elemental composition was achieved from X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). Raman analysis was performed
on a Renishaw inVia plus system at 513 nm laser excitation.
Texture and pore information were recognized based on N2
adsorption-desorption isotherms from a Micromeritics
ASAP 2010 analyzer.

2.4. Electrochemical Testing. (e potential of KAC-based
samples as SC electrode materials was evaluated on
a CHI660E workstation. (e related measurements were
performed through a three-electrode system with an elec-
trolyte of 1M H2SO4. KAC-based samples (KAC-700, 800,
and 900 and KAC-1 and 2) were ground with specific
amount of acetylene black and polyvinylidene fluoride (mass
percentage is 8 :1 :1) in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) to
form slurry, which was dispensed on graphite flake to form
an area of 1 cm × 1 cm. (e electrodes were dried in vacuum
(80°C, 12 h). (e mass loading was obtained by measuring
the mass of the blank substrate and the dried working
electrode. (e Pt plate counterelectrode, as a prepared
working electrode, and Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode
formed the three-electrode system. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
and galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) results were
achieved in the potential scope of −0.6∼0.3V. Electro-
chemical impedance spectra (EIS) were achieved under the
condition of 5mV and 100 kHz∼0.01Hz. (e specific ca-
pacitance (Cs, F/g) was calculated based on the GCD curve
according to the following equation:
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Cs �
It

ΔVm
, (1)

where I and t are the charge-discharge current and dis-
charging time, respectively, ΔV is the potential range, and m

is the mass of the active material.

3. Results and Discussion

(e pristine Konjac sponge precursor possessed laminar
network structure in macroscopic view. TEM imaging pro-
vided intuitional information about the morphology and
porous structure of the samples. As shown in Figure S1, the
UAC sample exhibited very thin lamellar structure upon
crushing and carbonization. (e enlarged HR-TEM images
indicated the amorphous nature of the nonactivated carbon
flakes, which contained nanosized pores. In contrast, KOH
activation gave rise to tremendous modification towards the
KACs both inmicrostructure and graphitization. Interestingly,
worm-shaped graphene bunches and amorphous area coex-
isted in KAC-based samples (Figures 1 and S2). (e distance
between graphene layers was 0.67 and 0.68 nm in KAC-700
and KAC-900, respectively (Figure S3). KAC-800 was dom-
inated by the distorted short-range ordered crystalline with
a lateral distance of ∼0.67 and ∼0.79 nm. As shown in Fig-
ure S4, staking graphene layers with larger lateral distance were
clearly observed in KAC-1 (0.79 nm), KAC-2 (0.85 nm), and
KAC-4 (0.75 nm). (e enlargement of interlayer spacing for
KAC-700 was further confirmed from selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure S5(a)). Compared with the
amorphous UAC carbon, the graphene crystallization zone
indicated the increased graphitization of the KAC samples,
which would largely benefit the capacitive performance arising
from better electrical conductivity. Notably, the KOH etching
effect became particularly obvious at a high temperature of
900°C and a high KOH/C ratio of 4 :1, with the observation of
the rough surface and plentiful mesopores. (e negligible
observation of the change of carbon lattice distances for KAC-
4 may be due to the less-ordered crystalline area from the
existence of great deal of mesopores (Figure S5(b)). (erefore,
the hierarchical porous structure consisting of large amount of
graphene layer subnanopore and a portion of mesopores
formed due to activation process.

Furthermore, the XRD pattern of UAC showed broad
peaks at 2θ � 23° and 43° (Figure 2(a)), corresponding to the
diffraction signal of (002) and (101) plane of amorphous
carbon [27, 28]. KAC-based samples, in comparison,
exhibited a negligible peak at 23° and largely reduced dif-
fraction at 43° (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)), suggesting the rear-
rangement of the original amorphous carbon and
introduction of large amount of pores. (e steep increase in
low-angle scatter in KAC samples compared with UAC
originates from the enriched micro/mesopores [29]. As is
shown inHRTEM, the graphene interlayer distance wasmuch
larger than the graphite (002) d-spacing of 0.34 nm, which
may arise from the separation effect due to K insertion/
intercalation into graphene layers [30]. (e Raman spectra
quantitatively demonstrate the graphitization degree of car-
bon materials (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)). KAC samples showed
two Raman peaks at 1357 cm−1 and 1594 cm−1 characteristic
of polycrystalline and crystal graphite, respectively [31, 32].
(e intensity ratio of D-band and G-band (ID/IG) for KAC-
700, 800, and 900 is 0.96, 0.96, and 1.00, respectively, while
that for KAC-1, 2, and 4 were 0.95, 0.99, and 0.74. (e much
lower ID/IG value of KAC samples compared with commercial
activated carbon (∼1.92) demonstrated the high graphitiza-
tion degree [33]. (is result also illustrated that the disorder
degree of carbon increased with the carbonization temper-
ature. (e sharper peak with temperature and KOH/C was
consistent with the larger graphene separation observed from
HRTEM images. On one hand, the high content of defective
carbon provided more active sites or active surface areas,
giving rise to improved capacitance. On the other hand,
graphitized carbon increases the electric conductivity which
benefited the rate capability [20]. (erefore, the optimized
capacitive performance is called for the good intercoordi-
nation of both effects.

XPS spectra further provided the chemical composition
and element binding information. As shown in Figure 3, the
high-resolution C1s spectra of KAC-based samples con-
sisted of a peak centered at 284.7 eV with small tail at the
high-binding energy side and a shoulder peak in the range of
288.0∼292.8 eV. (e former peak can be deconvoluted into
sp2-bonded carbon (284.7 eV) with a small tail containing
sp3-bonded carbon (285.8 eV). (e shoulder peak consisted
of three individual component peaks, corresponding to

Konjac sponge
Carbonization

2-D hierarchical porous
graphitized carbon 

1μm1μm 5nm

Biomass
carbon 

Crushing KOH

activation

0.68nm
0.68nm

v

v

Scheme 1: (e synthetic procedures for hierarchical porous KAC materials.
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carbonyl group C�O (287.0 eV), carboxyl O-C�O (289.2 eV),
and a satellite peak of π–π∗ (291.4 eV), respectively [34, 35].
(e overwhelmingly strong peak of sp2 carbon demonstrated
the formation of graphene-like carbon sheets with high
graphitization, which agreed well with the Raman results. As
shown in Figure S6, O1s spectra of KAC-based samples in-
dicated the presence of C�O quinone-type groups (O-I),
C–OH phenol groups and/or C–O–C ether groups (O-II),
and chemisorbed oxygen (COOH carboxylic groups) and/or
water (O-III), respectively [36]. Table S1 shows that KACs
were composed of C and O and trace amount of N. With the
activation temperature and the KOH/C ratio increasing, the
content of carbon increased and the oxygen decreased
(Table S1).(e decreased total intensity of oxygenated groups
is also observed from Figure S6. (e existence of
carbonyl/carboxyl groups and small amount of N benefited
the improvement of the wettability, therefore facilitating the
accessibility of the electrolyte ions. Also, the oxygenated
groups provided pseudocapacitance for the EDLC-dominated
capacitance of KAC-based samples [37].

As is revealed from TEM images, KOH etching process
produced abundant hierarchical pores in the Konjac-derived
carbon substrate. (erefore, BET characterization was
conducted to further evaluate the texture properties and the
effect of KOH amount and activation temperature on the
pore structure of KAC materials. As shown in Figures 4(a)
and 4(c), UAC and all the KAC samples exhibited steep N2

adsorption at very low relative pressure (p/p0), which was the
characteristic of the type-I isotherm [38]. (is result in-
dicated the existence of large amount of micropores in
these samples. Notably, KAC-900 and KAC-4 possessed
a H4-type hysteresis loop at p/p0 > 0.4, suggesting the
presence of mesopores [11].(e pore size distribution curves
(Figure 4(b)) showed that all KAC-700, 800, and 900 samples
possessed subnanopores centered at ∼0.68 and 0.80 nm,
respectively. (is was consistent with the lateral distance
achieved from HRTEM images. Along with the sub-
nanopores, large micropores of ∼1.20 nm and large amount
of mesopores coexisted in these samples. KAC-900 exhibited
larger mesopores (∼2.60 nm) than KAC-700 and 800
(∼2.0 nm). In contrast, UAC only showed a pore peak
centered at ∼1.17 nm with very low pore volume, indicating
the introduction of both subnanopores and mesopores
through the KOH activation process. Moreover, changing
the KOH/C could also modulate the pore structure of KAC
materials. KAC-1 and 2 showed similar pore distribution
with KAC-800, while KAC-4 exhibited obvious introduction
of enlarged mesopores of 2.76 and 3.42 nm (Figure 4(d)).
Previous studies evidenced that subnanopores with the size
matching up with that of electrolyte ions could greatly
enhance the specific capacitance [15, 39, 40]. Considering
the reported size of hydrated SO4

2- ion (0.533 nm) [41, 42],
KAC-700, KAC-2, and KAC-3 containing large fraction of
subnanopore sized at ∼0.68 nm were expected to have highly
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Figure 1: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (a, d) KAC-700, (b, e) KAC-800, and (c, f ) KAC-900.
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effective surface area for ion adsorption-desorption, yielding
improved specific capacitance. (e worm-shaped pores
formed from the carbon layers also contributed to the en-
hanced energy storage capability [43]. Despite the absence of
macropores, the thin lamellar KAC materials would shorten
the ion transportation route which reduced the diffusion
impedance. Detailed specific surface area (SSA) and pore
volume statistics are summarized in Table 1. At KOH/C � 3,
KAC materials possessed ultrahigh SSA up to ∼3117m2/g
(KAC-700 and 900), which was about ∼21 times and ∼1.9
times higher than UAC and commercial-activated carbon,
respectively. (is result evidenced the efficiency of etching
reaction between KOH and C precursor (6KOH + C↔ 2K +
3H2 +2K2CO3) [29, 44]. As the ratio increases, SSA based on
the BET model (SBET) increased. With KOH/C ratio larger

than 3 :1, SSA did not change much with the increase of the
ratio or the carbonization temperature. But the pore
structure including the distribution and relevant pore vol-
ume of micropores and mesopores exhibited large differ-
ences (Table 1). According to the density functional theory
(DFT) method, KAC samples achieved at lower carbon-
ization temperature (700 and 800°C) and low KOH/C ratio
(1 :1 and 2 :1) showed SSA with 90%∼93% contribution
from micropores. Nevertheless, the portion of micropores
decreased to 71% and 56% under the formation of meso-
pores for KAC-900 and KAC-4, respectively. (e pore
volume was also an important parameter to evaluate the
capacitance and rate ability of EDLC-type SCs. Compared
with the UAC sample, the KOH activation process under
different conditions gave rise to the KAC materials with
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Figure 3: XPS C1s spectra of KAC-based samples.
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highly tunable pore structure. (e KAC samples had very
high pore volume compared with the biomass derived
carbon counterparts [34, 45, 46]. Notably, KAC-700 pos-
sessed the highest micropore volume of 0.94 cm3/g while
KAC-4 had the highest ratio between mesopore and mi-
cropore volume up to 2.56. (e large microporous SSA and
pore volume would benefit the charge storage capability due
to high electroadsorption interaction between electrolyte
ions and accessible pore surface. (e high ratio of Vmes/Vmic

guaranteed the high-rate transportation of ions from solu-
tion to the active surface with the large fraction of mesopores
acting as ion channels [47]. (erefore, the above results
indicated the advantage of the Konjac sponge as the pre-
cursor for activated biomass carbon materials, and the ef-
ficiency of KOH etching treatment in providing optimized
SC electrode materials with modulated SSA and pore
structure. (e series of KAC samples not only provided
excellent model materials for studying the dependence of
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Figure 4: Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms (a, c) and DFTpore size distribution curve (b, d) of KAC-based samples in comparison
with UAC.

Table 1: Texture properties of the KAC samples achieved under different conditions and UAC.a

Sample SBET (m2/g) SDFT (m2/g)
SDFT (m2/g) Pore vol (cm3/g)

d < 2 nm d < 2 nm SSAmic (%) d< 2 nm d> 2 nm Vmes/Vmic

KAC-700 3117 1952 1757 195 90 0.94 0.24 0.25
KAC-800 2841 1861 1731 126 93 0.88 0.16 0.18
KAC-900 3116 1895 1352 543 71 0.70 0.77 1.10
KAC-1 1382 1178 1094 84 93 0.43 0.16 0.37
KAC-2 2557 1612 1402 210 87 0.76 0.31 0.41
KAC-4 2888 1687 949 738 56 0.49 1.24 2.53
UAC 152 70.5 68.3 2.2 97 0.05 0.005 0.10
aSBET and SDFT: the specific surface area (SSA) based on Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and density functional theory (DFT) method; SSAmic: the mi-
croporous surface area; Vmes/Vmic: the ratio between mesopore and micropore volume.
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supercapacitor performance on the structural properties of
carbon materials but also paved the way for desirable carbon
materials for high-performance SCs.

(e capacitive performance of KACs as electrode materials
for SC application was tested in the aqueous solution of 1M
H2SO4. As shown in Figures 5(a), 6(a), and S7, all KAC samples
exhibited rectangular-shaped CV curves at 5mV/s and showed
little deviation with the scan speed up to 100mV/s, indicating
the ideal EDLC behavior of the electrodes. (e symmetric and
triangular charge-discharge curves provided further confir-
mation for the good rate performance (Figures 5(b), 6(b), and
S7). (e small humps in CV curves originated from the
pseudocapacitance due to O/N-heteroatom doping. It can be
obviously noticed that KOH-activated carbons showed tre-
mendously enhanced specific capacitance in comparison with
UAC. (e exact capacitance value was determined from GCD
data (Table S2).When tuning the activation temperature, KAC-
700 possessed the largest capacitance (235.1 F/g) at 0.5A/g.
Upon tuning the KOH/C ratio, KAC-2 and KAC-3 showed
larger capacitance of 227.0 and 223.0 F/g, respectively. In
overall, the modulation of KOH activation condition towards
capacitance can be understood based on the previous analysis
of pore information. KAC-700 had the largest microporous
SSA (1754m2/g) and the maximum micropore volume
(0.94 cm3/g), followed by KAC-800 (Smic� 1731m2/g and
Vmic� 0.88 cm3/g based on DFT calculation) and KAC-2
(Smic� 1402m2/g and Vmic� 0.76 cm3/g). (e large micropo-
rous surface provided abundant active sites for trapping the
electrolyte ions, which greatly benefited the energy storage.
Moreover, the pore structure played an important role in
improving the specific capacitance. On one hand, KAC-700,
KAC-2, and KAC-3 contained large fraction of the sub-
nanopore sized at 0.68 nm. (e well-fitted dimension with the
electrolyte ion would benefit the energy storage [41, 42]. On the
other hand, the moderate ID/IG demonstrated the existence of
the defective carbon, which increased the exposed active
surface for better charge storage performance.

Furthermore, rate capability was also a very important
property to evaluate the capacitive performance of materials.
(e dependence of specific capacitance on the current
density is shown in Figures 5(c) and 6(c). KAC-900 and
KAC-4 showed remarkable capacitance retention of ∼77%
with the current density increasing from 0.5A/g to 10A/g,
which was better than that of the rest KAC samples (70%∼
72%). (e GCD curves of the KAC samples under different
current densities are shown in Figure S8. For UAC, 71.4% of
the original capacitance decayed at 10A/g (Figure S9). (e
previous study revealed that the rate capability was domi-
nated by the mesopore/micropore volume ratio [11, 47]. As
shown in Figure S10, the trend of rate performance for KAC-
based materials was in overall consistent with that of the
Vmes/Vmic values. (e improved amount of mesopores in
KAC-900 and KAC-4 served as ion transportation channels
from the solution to the active surface of micropores, which
guaranteed the smooth charge transfer at high-charge
density [48]. Besides, the overall good rate performance
of other KAC samples without much mesopores can be
explained by the existence of large micropores sized at ∼1.20
and ∼1.59 nm, which were reported to facilitate the ion

diffusion process such as mesopores [27, 49]. (e high
graphitization degree gave rise to good conductivity of KAC
materials, therefore leading to fast electron transport with
low resistance. Furthermore, the EIS measurement provided
deeper insight into the impedance referring to the ion
diffusion and charge transfer. (e Nyquist plots of KAC
samples (Figures 5(d) and 6(d)) consisted of a semicircle at
the high frequency with the real-axis intercept, followed by
the Warburg resistance in the mid-to-high frequency region
and a steep line in the low-frequency region. (e small value
of the intercept indicated the low equivalent series resistance
(ESR), which was in good agreement with the negligible IR
drop in the discharging curves of all the KAC samples
[15, 50]. (e semicircle diameter corresponded to the charge
transfer resistance (Rct) [46]. KAC-900 and KAC-4 showed
very low Rct value of ∼0.11 and ∼0.30 Ohm, respectively.
Moreover, the shorter projected length of the 45° Warburg
diffusion line of KAC-900 and KAC-4 confirmed the re-
duced diffusion resistance of electrolyte ions owing to the
mesopores and large micropores with high pore volume and
graphene layers’ pathways with large layer distance [37]. (e
above results confirmed the high capacitance retention of
KAC-900 and KAC-4 at high rate. Notably, the extended
spike in the low frequency was typical of capacitive behavior.
(e closer the straight line to 90°, the better the capacitive
performance [51, 52]. By combining pore structure char-
acterization and EIS test, the tendency of specific capacitance
and rate capability of KAC samples can be well understood.
Our results were compared with previous studies, and the
detailed literature review of the specific capacitance is shown
in Table S3.

To evaluate the cycling stability of such Konjac-derived
carbon materials, charge-discharge performance was tested
on KAC-700 under 5A/g for 2000 cycles. Figure 7 dem-
onstrates a very good cycling performance with 99.6% re-
tention of the initial capacitance. (e slight increased
capacitance arose from the activation of surface in the early
stage of the charge-discharge process. (e inset images
showed the stable charge/discharge curves from the very
beginning to the last few cycles. (e superior long-range
cycling performance confirmed that KAC-based samples
were excellent electrode materials for the applications of
high-efficient and stable supercapacitors.

Above all, KAC-700 exhibited the highest specific ca-
pacitance while KAC-900 and KAC-4 showed the best rate
capability among the series of KAC materials. Combining
structure and composition analysis, the dependence of the
capacitive performance on the texture properties and
chemical composition can be revealed as follows. For KAC-
700, the highest microporous volume (0.94 cm3/g) provided
plentiful active sites for ion storage. (e optimized sub-
nanopore (∼0.68 nm) further boosts the capacitance. (e
relatively low carbonization temperature maintained large
amount of O and trace N, giving rise to additive pseudo-
capacitance. For KAC-900 and KAC-4, high activation
temperature and KOH dose introduced large amount of
mesopores of 2.76 and 3.42 nm with narrow distribution,
which act as the ion transfer channels and reduce the dif-
fusion resistance. (e volume ratio between mesopores and
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Figure 5: Electrochemical performance of KAC-700, 800, and 900 in 1MH2SO4 aqueous solution. (a) CV curves at the scan rate of 5mV/s,
(b) GCD curves at 0.5 A/g, (c) specific capacitances under different current densities calculated from GCD data, and (d) Nyquist plots of the
achieved samples, the inset images show enlarged impedance at the high frequency and the equivalent circuit.
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micropores is elevated compared with other KAC coun-
terparts, indicating the better rate ability. (e decreased O
content and improved electrical conductivity benefit the
charge transport especially at the high rate.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have prepared the hierarchically porous
ACs from the Konjac sponge precursor. Upon KOH acti-
vation, the KAC samples inherit the lamellar morphology of
the raw materials and possess coexisted micro/mesopores
with narrow size distribution. Remarkably, graphene-like
layers are observed in KAC-based samples, with the stacking
distance comparable to the size of the electrolyte ion. KAC-
700 with rich O doping showed the highest specific ca-
pacitance owing to the largest ion accessible microporous
volume with the optimized pore size. KAC-900 and KAC-4

possessed superior rate capability with the plentiful meso-
pores. Taking KAC-700 as an example, excellent cycling
stability was obtained with only 0.4% decay of original
capacitance under the current density of 5 A/g. (e abun-
dant source and simple synthetic procedure guarantee the
scale-up production of such KAC materials, which would
become novel and promising electrode materials for SC
devices. (e results achieved in this study can serve as
guidance for the design and development of ACs with de-
sirable porous structure, graphitized microstructure, and
high SC performance.
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Supplementary Materials

Figure S1. TEM images of UAC samples under different
magnifications. Figure S2. Transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) images of (a and d) KAC-1, (b and e) KAC-2
and (c and f) KAC-4. Figure S3. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of (a) KAC-700, (b) KAC-800
and (c) KAC-900, with the related digital micrograph
showing the lateral distance information, the numbers
demonstrated the lateral distance in the selected area,
scale bar � 10 nm. Figure S4. TEM images of (a) KAC-1,
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GCD curves at 0.5 A/g, (c) specific capacitances under different current densities calculated from GCD data, and (d) Nyquist plots of the
achieved samples, the inset images showed enlarged impedance at the high frequency.
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(b) KAC-2 and (c) KAC-4, with the related digital micro-
graph showing the lateral distance information, the numbers
demonstrated the lateral distance in the selected area, scale
bar � 10 nm. Fig S5. Selected-area electron diffraction pattern
of (a) KAC-700 and (b) KAC-4. Figure S6. O1s spectra of
KAC based samples. Figure S7. CV curves of KAC based
materials under scan rates of 1 mV/s, 5 mV/s, 10 mV/s, 20
mV/s, 50 mV/s, 100 mV/s. Figure S8. GCD curves of KAC
basedmaterials under the current densities of 0.5 A/g, 1 A/g, 2
A/g, 5 A/g, 8 A/g and 10 A/g. Figure S9. GCD curves (a) and
the calculated specific capacitance (b) of UAC sample under
different current densities. Figure S10. (e microporous
specific surface area (SSAmic) based on DFT model (Left Y
axis), themicroporous volume and ratio betweenmesoporous
and microporous volume (Vmes/Vmic) (Right Y axis) of
KAC based samples. Table S1. Elemental analysis results
(atomic%) based XPS data. Table S2. (e specific capacitance
calculated from the discharging curves of KAC based samples
and the capacitance retention under 10 A/g compared with
that of 0.5 A/g. Table S3. Specific capacitance of KAC based
matetials using three-electrode cells reported in literatures.
(Supplementary Materials)
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In this paper, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were functionalized by acid treatment and further functionalized with dodecylamine and
were designated as CNT-carboxylic and CNT-amide, respectively. ,en, functionalized CNTs produced were characterized with
various methods to verify the attachment of a functional group. Performance of the functionalized CNTs in the detection of
benzene gas was monitored at room temperature. ,e sample was dropped cast on the interdigitated transducer (IDT), and the
changes in resistivity were recorded by a digital multimeter in a customized chamber under controlled humidity (∼55%) en-
vironment. Based on the findings, it showed that the functionalized CNTs provide an extra active area for interaction between the
gas analyte and CNTs, thus increasing their response and improving the sensitivity of the sensing material.

1. Introduction

Benzene, C6H6, is an important organic chemical compound
that consists of six carbon atoms each bonded covalently
with one hydrogen atom. One of the main uses of benzene is
an intermediate in synthesizing other chemicals such as
nitrobenzene, cumene, ethylbenzene, aniline, and cyclo-
hexane. For example, ethylbenzene becomes a precursor of
styrene, which is used in the production of polymers and
plastics such as polystyrene (PS) and expanded polystyrene
(EPS) [1]. Benzene has carcinogenic properties, which are
well known for many years. United States Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (U.S. OSHA) has set
the limit of exposure in the workplace as 1 part per million
(ppm) in 8-hour workday and 40-hour workweek [2]. U.S.
OSHA has also fixed an action level of 0.5 ppm of benzene

concentration in order to encourage lower exposure in the
workplace [3].

Generally, benzene is detected using several techniques
such as gas chromatography [4], mass spectrometry [5, 6],
ion mobility spectrometry [7], and ultraviolet spectropho-
tometry [8, 9]. Even though the instruments are sensitive
and produce results fast, they are bulky and not portable.
,erefore, miniature gas sensors become themain interest in
the detection of benzene [10–12] to overcome these obsta-
cles. An excellent miniature gas sensor requires high sen-
sitivity, fast response, high selectivity, and reproducibility
[13]. Although sensing materials such as semiconductor
metal oxides (SMO) have good performance, they need
more power and have low selectivity.

Nanomaterials are a good candidate for sensing material
because of their low power consumption and good chemical
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selectivity [14]. Since its discovery by Ijima [15], carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) have extensive application especially in
the gas sensor field due to their nanosize and large surface
area ratio which are important for the interaction between
the gas analyte and CNTs. However, their uneven structure
and agglomerations properties have limited their potential
andmake them less sensitive and selective [16]. Modification
of the CNTs with functional groups [17], polymers [18], and
metal oxide nanoparticles [19] is one of the several ways
utilized to improve the compatibility of CNTs.

Modification of CNTs with various functional groups
changes their electronic property, thus enhancing their selec-
tivity and increasing their response towards specific gases.
Noteworthy, the interaction of target molecules with a different
functional group varies significantly [20]. Mainly, the CNTs is
modified with a carboxylic group. ,e carboxylic group will
create reactive sites at the sidewalls and end of the CNTs where
vigorous interaction with target molecules happens. For ex-
ample, it was shown [21] that single-walled carbon nanotubes
attached with carboxylic (SWCNT-carboxylic) showed good
repeatability and better response towards a mixture of 10ppm
carbon monoxide, CO, and ammonia, NH3 gas. SWCNT-
carboxylic demonstrated faster response towards CO than
NH3 gas. Other than that, the sensor synthesized from multi-
walled CNTs functionalized with acid (MWCNT-carboxylic)
was sensitive to hydrogen (H2) gas with a detection limit of
0.05%, whereas pristineMWCNTs showed poor response to this
gas [22]. ,e recovery time of the MWCNT-carboxylic sensor
decreases to 100 s for 0.05% of H2 gas as compared to 190 s for
the pristine MWCNT. Leghrib et al. have developed a micro-
sensor array for detection of benzene at room temperature by
using plasma-treated multiwalled CNTs decorated with rho-
dium (Rh), palladium (Pd), gold (Au), or nickel (Ni).,is sensor
showed good sensitivity with the detection limit of benzene
below 50 parts per billion (ppb) [10]. Also, a gas preconcentrator
based on three different types of CNTs which is multiwalled ,
double-walled, and single-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs,
DWCNTs, and SWCNTs) was fabricated for efficient detection
of benzene [23]. ,e results showed that MWCNTs produced
via arc discharge displayed a good performance as the injector
unit for the application in a gas preconcentrator.

In this paper, the functionalized CNTs were treated with
sulphonitric mixture [24] and used as reaction precursor for
amide functionalization by using dodecylamine as the func-
tionalizing reactant. ,e surface morphology of the CNTs
before and after functionalizing was examined by field
emission-scanning electron microscopy attachment with en-
ergy dispersive X-Ray analysis (FESEM-EDX), and functional
group attachment was confirmed by using Fourier Transform-
Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR). ,en, the potential of the
functionalized CNTs in the detection of benzene gas compared
to the pristine CNTs and the effect of functionalization were
studied by observing the changes in the resistivity of CNTs
when exposed to benzene gas.

2. Methodology

2.1. Materials. Sulphuric acid (H2SO4, 98%), dodecylamine
(CH3(CH2)11NH2, 99%), and nitric acid (HNO3, 65%) were

purchased from Merck Company (Germany). Carbon
nanotubes (purity: 95%; type: multiwalled; inner diameter,
ID: 5–10 nm) with a length of 10–30 μm were obtained from
Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc (USA). All the
chemical reagents were used without any purification and in
analytical grade. For detection of benzene, benzene vapours
in 100 ppm mixed with nitrogen gas were obtained from
AGS Scientific Company (Singapore).

2.2. Carboxylic and Amide Functionalization of CNT. In
a small beaker, 2.0 g of pristine CNTs was added to 3 :1
H2SO4/HNO3 (sulphonitric mixture) and sonicated with
ultrasonication water bath for 2 hours at 70°C. After the
treatment was done, the functionalized CNTs was filtered
and washed repeatedly until the product reached pH 7
before drying for 24 hours in a vacuum oven [24]. ,is
functionalized CNTs was labeled CNT-carboxylic.

For amide functionalization, dodecylamine was melted
on a hotplate for half an hour at 80°C. As soon as the reactant
melted fully, CNT-carboxylic was added and sonicated at the
same temperature for a while before adding few drops of
H2SO4 as a catalyst. ,e sonication process was continued
for 5 hours. Finally, the product was filtered and washed
several times until it reached pH 7 before drying for 24 hours
in the vacuum oven. ,is functionalized CNTs was labeled
CNT-amide. All the functionalized CNTs were characterized
using FESEM-EDX and FT-IR analyses as well to ensure the
favourable outcome in the attachment of carboxylic
(-COOH) and amide (-CONH2) functional groups on the
CNTs.

2.3. Detection of Benzene by CNT. ,e pristine and func-
tionalized CNTs were diluted in distilled water and sonicated
for 30 minutes at 40°C. ,en, by using a micropipette, 2.5 μL
of the CNTs was dropped cast onto an interdigitated
transducer (IDT) and dried for 30 minutes in the oven.
Electrical contact was made by connecting two gold wires on
the IDT and baked again in the oven for 30 minutes. IDT
with the sample was placed in the customized chamber and
connected to a digital multimeter to record the resistance
changes. Benzene was injected 5 minutes alternately with
nitrogen gas (as carrier gas) at the concentration from
0.125% to 1% at room temperature under controlled hu-
midity environment (∼55%). Resistance changes versus time
were plotted to analyze the effect of functionalization of the
CNTs on the detection of benzene. Other than that, the
sensitivity of the CNTs also was calculated and plotted to
compare the sensitivity of the pristine CNTs and the
functionalized CNTs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Carboxylic and Amide Functionali-
zation of CNT. Surface morphology and elemental com-
position of the functionalized CNTs were investigated by
FESEM-EDX (JEOL 7600F; Institute of Bioscience, Uni-
versiti PutraMalaysia) with an accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV.
Figures 1(a)–1(c) show the distinctive images of CNTs and
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their corresponding diameter size-distribution histogram.
,e pristine CNTs showed quite smooth structure compared
to the functionalized CNTs. It is clearly shown in the insert
images of Figures 1(a)–1(c) that the morphology of func-
tionalized CNTs seems to be rough due to the treatment of
acid during the functionalization process [25]. Diameter
distribution of the pristine CNTs was in the range of 10 nm
to 109 nm, and the mean diameter was 32.46 nm with
a standard deviation of 17.38. Meanwhile, the functionalized
CNTs are more aligned and dense caused by insertion of
a new functional group [26]. Diameter distribution of CNT-
carboxylic was decreased which was in the range of 10 to
73 nm, and the mean diameter was 27.98 nm with a standard
deviation of 11.06, and diameter distribution of CNT-amide
was slightly decreased which was in the range of 10 to
109 nm, and the mean diameter was 32.16 nm with a stan-
dard deviation of 17.01. ,e standard deviation of the
functionalized CNTs samples was rather large, indicating
that the diameter of the CNTs is inconsistent. In the
functionalization process, the attachment of carboxylic
(-COOH) and amide (-CONH2) groups with the carbon-
carbon double bond (C�C) of the CNTs depends on the
stearic factor. Because of this effect, it is difficult to achieve
a uniform functionalization; therefore, the diameter of the
functionalized CNTs is inconsistent as expected. ,us,
considering that the diameter alteration is caused by new
functional groups [27], the elemental composition analysis
has strengthened the result by showing an increase of oxygen
element percentage and appearance of the nitrogen element
(Table 1) as well.

,e transformation produced by the insertion of new
functional groups on the surface of the CNTs was qualita-
tively identified by using FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure 2).
Table 2 shows the intensity of peaks appeared in the FT-IR
spectra for all samples. All spectra showed bands at

approximately 1640 cm−1 and 3100 cm−1, which correlate
with the C�C and O-H stretching vibrations, respectively
[28]. ,e FT-IR spectrum of CNT-carboxylic showed the
occurrence of a band at 1880 cm−1, which is associated with
the stretching of carbonyl from the carboxylic acid group.
Moreover, an increase in the intensity of the band at
2880 cm−1 compared with the pristine CNTs spectrum
confirmed the attachment of the carboxylic acid group
(Table 2). According to a previous study [29], the hydroxyl
and carboxyl groups that attached during the modification
of CNTs with sulphonitric mixture were contributed to this
increment. After CNT-carboxylic was further functionalized
with an amine, bands at 1650, 1404, and 3300 cm−1 were
discovered in the spectrum, which may be designated to
C�O (amides), N-H bending, and N-H stretching, re-
spectively [30]. ,us, the FT-IR spectrum of CNT-amide
confirms that the surface of CNT-carboxylic was accom-
plished, treated by the amide functional groups.

3.2. Detection of Benzene by CNT. Figure 3 shows resistance
changes of CNTs when exposed to benzene gas with different
concentrations at room temperature. As reported by Leghrib
et al. [31], functionalized CNTs have good response towards
benzene. Basically, detection of benzene is related to transfer of
electron charges between the gas analyte and sensing materials,
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Figure 1: Micrographs of (a) pristine CNT, (b) CNT-carboxylic, and (c) CNT-amide.

Table 1: Elemental composition of pristine and functionalized
CNTs.

Sample
Element (%)

C O N
Pristine CNT 97.02 2.98 —
CNT-carboxylic 92.84 7.19 —
CNT-amide 85.80 7.74 6.46
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Table 2: Intensity of peaks appeared in pristine CNT, CNT-carboxylic, and CNT-amide.

Sample Peak (cm−1) (bond) Intensity (%)

Pristine CNT 1640 (C�C) 88
2880 (C�O carboxyl) 74

CNT-carboxylic

1640 (C�C) 54
1880 (C�O carbonyl) 12

3100 (O-H) 78
2880 (C�O carboxyl) 89

CNT-amide

1650 (C�O amide) 98
1404 (N-H bending) 79
2880 (C�O carboxyl) 81
3300 (N-H stretching) 57
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Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of (a) pristine CNT, (b) CNT-carboxylic, and (c) CNT-amide.
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in our case, CNTs. As it can be seen, the reciprocal changes of
resistance are directly proportional to increasing concentration
of benzene gas.,e pristine CNTs as a sensingmaterial showed
unstable resistance reading upon exposure to benzene gas.
Meanwhile, the functionalized CNTs showed the better re-
sponse when increasing the benzene gas concentration.

,e resistance of CNT-carboxylic increases when exposed
to benzene gas, and after nitrogen gas is purged back into the
system, the baseline resistance is regained. ,is is due to the
interaction with benzene gas that shifts the Fermi level of the
CNTs away from the valence band, resulting in an increase of
resistance of the CNTs [32]. Because of the attachment of the
carboxylic acid group on the surface of CNTs, the gas analyte
most likely attached to the tail of the carboxylic group [23],
which prevents the gas analyte to reach the surface of the
CNTs, resulting in the same value of resistance when exposed
to different concentrations of benzene gas. But, for CNT-
amide, the resistance of benzene gas increased when the
concentration increased. ,is is because the saturation effect

exists when the molecule is not desorbed completely on the
surface of CNTs at room temperature unlike in the case of
CNT-carboxylic. ,us, the baseline resistance of CNT-amide
was difficult to regain upon the cleaning phase.

Moreover, CNTs with the functional group acts as an
extra active area for gas adsorption [33], allowing more
vapours to interact and eventually releasing more number of
free electrons [12]. ,e transfer of free electron to the
conduction band of oxide groups (carboxylic and amide), in
the functionalized CNTs changing the hole concentration.
,ese electrons shuttled into the nanotubes network due to
positioning of tubes and the functional group. Such a process
creates hole-electron recombination and reduce the number
of holes in the tube. As a result, the resistance of CNTs
increased as well as their sensitivity upon exposure to the
benzene vapours.

Figure 4 shows a graph of the sensitivity of CNTs upon
exposure to benzene gas. Sensitivity (S) of pristine CNTs and
functionalized CNTs was estimated by Equation (1) [34],
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Figure 3: Resistance changes of (a) pristine CNT, (b) CNT-carboxylic, and (c) CNT-amide towards benzene gas at room temperature.
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where Rg is the resistance of CNTs when exposed to benzene
gas and Ro is the resistance of CNTs when exposed to ni-
trogen gas:

S �
Rg −Ro

Ro
× 100%. (1)

From the graph, it is clearly seen that functionalized
CNTs showed higher sensitivity for every concentration of
benzene gas than the pristine CNTs; for example, at 0.125%,
the sensitivity of the pristine CNTs is only 0.0067% com-
pared to CNT-carboxylic (3.4995%) and CNT-amide
(1.2929%). Based on this result, it can be concluded that
the functionalized CNTs was highly responsive towards
benzene gas due to the occurrences of a functional group on
the surface of the CNTs [35].

4. Conclusion

,e CNTs was functionalized with the carboxylic and amide
functional groups. From the characterization analysis, it was
confirmed that the functional group successfully attached on
the surface of the CNTs. ,e functionalized CNTs shows
better response and high sensitivity towards benzene at
room temperature. ,us, it gives a huge impact in the de-
tection of other gas using functionalized CNTs, a sensing
material with high sensitivity and low production cost.
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